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ABSTRACT

This study attempts to develop a set of parameters controlling the bead profile

of deposits in powder melting, based on the spatial energy distribution of laser.

Four parameters, identified as the laser material interaction parameters were

used to study the bead profile formation in powder melting. The focus is put on

control of the dimensional accuracy of powder deposits independently of the

optical set-up and laser system.

In the initial stage to understand the effect of welding parameters on the

development of the fusion zone, a solid metal with homogenous and known

thermal properties was used. The results indicate that for large beam diameters,

typically used in cladding, power density and interaction time control the depth

of penetration and beam diameter and interaction time controls the weld width.

However, for small beam diameters, typically used in powder bed additive

manufacturing, it was found that it is more difficult to achieve steady state

conduction welds due to high conduction losses to the bulk material and rapid

transition to keyhole regime. Therefore, with small beam diameters it is

challenging to achieve pure conduction welds, which should guarantee good

quality of deposits and low spatter.

In the second part, the melting behaviour of solid material and powder for the

same material type was compared. The build height in powder melting depends

on layer thickness of the deposited powder and energy density, which needs to

be provided to fuse the powder to the workpiece, which is equivalent to

penetration in laser welding of solids. Similar to solid melting, the build width in

powder melting is controlled by beam diameter and the interaction time. It was

also found that with small beam diameters and large particle sizes it is more

difficult to generate keyhole in the base plate, as compared to solid material.

Therefore, despite the presence of spatter in the process, a full keyhole is often

not generated.

A set of parameters to describe the conduction welding process based on

spatial distribution of laser energy has been developed. This enables
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achievement of a particular weld profile with various optical set-ups and

potentially transfers of results between machines. However, more complex

melting characteristics of powder requires some additional factors to be

included to develop a similar model for powders.
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1

INTRODUCTION1

Powder-bed additive manufacturing (AM) utilises a laser beam to fuse precisely

powder, in a layer-by-layer principle, to build three-dimensional (3-D) parts

directly from a computer model. This is because of unique advantages of a

laser beam, which include directionality, non-contact operation and flexibility.

The purpose of the laser in this application is to provide the heat source that

can be controlled and used to melt the powder. Depending on the diameter of

the laser beam and its power density, heating, melting or vapourisation of

material is possible. It is also possible to focus such beam to a narrow region on

a powder surface, resulting in high precision. Since the laser can be tailored to

a particular application, this provides design freedom (Gusarov et al., 2007;

Yasa, Deckers and Kruth, 2011).

The current approach of characterising the build profile in powder bed additive

manufacturing is difficult and transferring data between two or more machines is

complex. The complexity arises from variations in the optical set-up (e.g. beam

diameter) and system parameters (laser power and scanning speed) are usually

used to develop a build procedure on an individual basis. Therefore, it is not

clear how to achieve similar build height or width in powder bed additive

manufacturing when using different machines. In the majority of cases reported

in the literature, the system parameters (beam diameter, laser power and

scanning speed) approach was used. This evidenced by papers stating that

build profile in additive manufacturing is controlled by either laser power or

scanning speed (El Cheikh et al., 2012; Kobryn et al., 2000; Sun and Hao,

2012). In reality, the same laser power and scanning speed do not produce the

same build profile when the beam diameter changes. Also galvo-scanners are

used to manipulate the laser beam across the working envelope to achieve fast

scanning process (Romero et al., 2011). However, one of the downsides of

galvo-scanners is the distortion of the projected laser spot, which varies

continuously during the processing. Thus, the build profile changes with beam

diameter due to the process, which depends on the spatial and temporal energy
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distribution and material properties. A similar problem reported in welding

indicated that the fundamental material laser interaction parameters (FLMIP) of

absorbed power density, interaction time and specific point energy control the

weld profile. In general, the beam diameter acts in two ways; a decrease of

beam diameter for a given laser power and travel speed results in an increase

in power density and a decrease of interaction time and specific point energy at

the same time. Alternatively, an increase of beam diameter for a given laser

power results in a decrease in power density and an increase of interaction time

and specific point energy. A change in beam diameter, therefore, means that it

is unclear what the result will be unless the effects of the FLMIP on the weld

profile are understood. It is anticipated that such changes in beam diameter

occur during operation of powder machine without the knowledge of the laser

user due to the variation of the spot size when a galvo-scanner is used to

translate the beam. Furthermore, there is a significant variation in beam

characteristics between different machines leading to variations in build

properties for the same system parameters (except spot diameter). This beam

diameter can change with time as well.

There are two main regimes of laser welding: keyhole and conduction

(Assuncao, E. et al., 2012; Chelladurai, A.M. et al., 2014). In powder bed

additive manufacturing the situation is further complicated as it is not clear

whether the melting of the powder is happening in the keyhole or conduction

regimes. For best quality of melting, it is desirable to operate in the conduction

regime so it was assumed that the designers of powder systems tried to

achieve this.

It may be possible to overcome the difficulties identified in the current approach

of characterising the build profile in powder bed additive manufacturing by the

application of fundamental laser material interaction parameters (FLMIP). The

interaction parameters that uniquely characterised weld bead profile

independently of a laser system have been identified for keyhole regime with

relatively large beam diameters (compared to those used in powder bed

systems) and solid materials (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). It was
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found that power density and specific point energy control the depth of

penetration and interaction time controls the weld width. To achieve a constant

depth of penetration in this regime, the system parameters of beam diameter

and laser power were combined into a phenomenological model called power

factor (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S., 2014). Thus, to obtain a weld with a

particular depth an appropriate combination of power factor and interaction time

is selected depending on the weld quality required. The depending on the beam

diameter used the appropriate system parameters of power and travel speed

could be identified. If a system with a different beam diameter was used

appropriately could be identified through the power factor and interaction time

required to give an identical weld. Furthermore, if the beam varied for some

reason the required system parameters to achieve the same weld could be

readily calculated.
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Research Aim, objectives and approach2

The principle research question is can a phenomenological model similar to that

developed for laser keyhole welding be developed for the welding regime used

in commercial laser powder systems, so that variations in build profile in a

single machine are avoided. This is to enable the simple transfer of parameters

between different powder bed machines with different beam qualities.

Therefore, the aim of this study is characterisation of the conduction welding

process in terms of FLMIP and a comparison of solid material and powder

melting over various welding regimes. To achieve this aim, several specific

objectives were defined.

 What fundamental laser material interaction parameters control weld

bead profile in conduction welding?

 Is there an equivalent parameter to power factor in conduction welding?

 How does powder melting compare to the melting of solid?

 What welding regime is prevalent in powder melting?

2.1 Research approach

The research approach can be understood from Figure 1.1, which shows the

hierarchical structure for investigation of laser welding regimes in solid and

powder materials.
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Figure 2-1: Hierarchical structure for investigation of laser welding regimes in solid and

powder materials.

It was decided to begin the study of the FLMIP in conduction welding in solid

material to avoid any complications due to powder material properties,

variations in absorption behaviour and quality issues. This was firstly done with

medium and large beams to simplify the analysis make sample preparation

easier and minimise experimental errors. Following this, the conduction welding

study was extended to small beams more characteristic of commercial laser

powder bed systems. For these small beams, close attention was paid to the

behaviour of the conduction/keyhole transition. The next stage was to carry out

direct comparisons between powder and solid melting. Again, attention was

paid to conduction/keyhole transition. Finally, an assessment was made of the

potential application of a phenomenological to the welding regime found in

commercial laser powder bed machines.
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2.2 Thesis structure

This thesis consists of nine chapters. Chapter 1 contains the introduction and

Chapter 2 consists of the research aim and objectives. In Chapter 3, the

science of weld bead shape and powder bed additive manufacturing are

reviewed from literature. The previous studies were reviewed for both

conduction welding and powder bed additive manufacturing. In Chapter 4,

details of the experiment procedures and materials used are given. Chapter 5

describes experimental results on the effect of fundamental laser material

interaction parameters on the weld bead geometry for different optical set-ups

with medium to large beam diameters. In Chapter 6, the fundamental laser

material interaction parameters were also studied but for beam diameters

commonly used in powder bed machines. In Chapter 7, the effect of power

density distribution profile and beam shape on weld bead profle is studied. In

Chapter 8, processing conditions used in solid melting (Chapters 5 and 6) were

replicated in powder melting to understand the melting behaviour of powder and

the effect of the beam diameter, power density, interaction time and powder

layer thickness. The results obtained in this section were compared to the solid

melting. In Chapter 9 consists of the critical discussion of Chapter 5 to Chapter

8. Finally, Chapter 10 provides the conclusions from this study and the

recommendations for future work.
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LITERATURE REVIEW3

This chapter gives the overview of previous studies carried out in laser welding

and powder melting processes. The core areas reviewed are the processing

regimes in solid melting, bead profile formation and state-of-the-art of the

technology. Also discussed is the effect of material properties on solid and

powder materials. These topics are importance in understanding the formation

of bead profile in solid and powder melting.

3.1 Solid melting and bead formation with application of laser

Every fusion melting process requires a heat source for the weld bead

formation. In solid melting with a laser, the laser beam provides the energy that

is focused on the workpiece, which allows wide or deep seams to be achieved

at variable welding speeds. The laser beam generates a liquid melt pool, which

grows to the desirable size and then propagates through the solid interface

eliminating the original seam between the components to be joined. Thus, a

weld bead profile is formed (Duley, 1999; Steen, W.M., 2010).

Solid melting by the application of a laser allows better control compared to

other welding processes due to better control of applied energy and accuracy.

The two main regimes of solid melting in laser welding are conduction and

keyhole. These can be distinguished based on power density, interaction time

and weld bead characteristic i.e. shape and quality (Assuncao, E. et al., 2012).

Conduction welding requires a low power density to avoid material vaporisation

(Bardin et al., 2005; Chelladurai, A.M. et al., 2014). Depending on the beam

diameter, the process usually involves longer interaction times than keyhole to

enable the heat to conduct inside of the material (Assuncao, E., Ganguly, S.,

Yapp D. and Williams, 2010, 2010b; Assuncao, E. et al., 2012). The seam has a

relatively shallow depth of penetration and good surface finish, as shown in

Figure 3.1a. The conduction welding surface finish is similar to that of laser

forming (Knupfer and Moore, 2010). Thus, a conduction weld has a better
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quality than a keyhole weld. Conduction welding relies on the thermal

conduction of the heat in the base materials (Huang and Zeng, 2010). In the

keyhole regime, the incident power density delivered to the workpiece surface is

high enough to initiate local vaporisation of the metal. The recoil pressure from

the escaping vapour causes a depression in the molten metal. As the power

density is increased further, the cavity becomes deeper and a keyhole is

formed. The keyhole formed in the molten metal enable deep penetration of

laser beam into the material, resulting in a weld profile with a high depth to

width ratio, as shown in Figure 3.1b.

Figure 3-1: Classification of laser welding regimes a) conduction regime and b)

keyhole regimes

The ratio of the depth of penetration to the weld width (the aspect ratio) is a

basic factor that helps distinguish conduction welds from keyhole welds. Shown

a) b)
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in Figure 3-2 is the dependence of aspect ratio on power density (Assuncao, E.

et al., 2012) and energy density (Chelladurai, A.M. et al., 2014). In Figure 3-1,

three regimes can be identified – conduction, transition and keyhole. In

conduction and keyhole regimes, the aspect ratio increases significantly with

increasing power density and energy density. The transition regime shows a

gradual increment of aspect ratio with increasing power density and energy

density. The maximum aspect ratio for conduction regime is 0.40, for transition

regime is between 0.40 and 0.60 while welds with aspect ratio above 0.60 are in

keyhole regime. This implies that when the power density exceeds the 0.5

MWcm-2, keyhole commences for the beam diameter investigated, as shown in

Figure 3.2a. Thus, both applied power density, energy and the aspect ratio is

important for the regime identification.

Figure 3-2: Aspect ratio as a function of a) power density and b) energy density

(Assuncao, E. et al., 2012; Chelladurai, A.M. et al., 2014)

3.2 Powder melting and state of the art

Powder melting (additive manufacturing) is a fusion process. Powder bed

melting has two main groups of Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Selective
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Laser Sintering (SLS). SLS consists of two or more structural materials that are

in solid state and a binder material, which is in molten state during the process.

Subsequently, a post-processing is required to improve the densification of the

part. SLM is a complete melting of powder process. A almost full dense

component that requires little or no post-processing is often achieved (Kruth et

al., 2007; Olakanmi, 2013). In both processes, the ultimate aim is to deposit

tracks by pre-placing powder on a build platform and then consolidating it by

laser, on a layer by layer basis to produce functional products or cladded layers

against corrosion or wear (Liu et al., 2015; Ye et al., 2011). There are many

commercially available machines for powder melting. However, each of the

machines is designed with a specific focus, for instance, either enhancing

productivity (Schleifenbaum et al., 2010) or improving parts resolution (Lewis

and Schlienger, 2000). The machines are designed with different optical set-ups

(beam diameters) for a different range of processing parameters.

Figures 3-3 shows the schematic illustration of a powder bed machine. A

cylindrical container housed the powder, which is deposited on the platform.

The automated levelling system then sweeps the powder across the platform.

The laser provides the energy for melting. The beam is scanned in a pattern to

produce the desired shape. For fast movement of the laser energy, a galvo

scanner is used. The bed is then lowered and another layer of powder is added.

The process is repeated until a complete part is built. The layer thickness of the

machines may range between 20 � m and 2.00 mm (Hanzl et al., 2015; Osakada

and Shiomi, 2006; Schleifenbaum et al., 2010; Toyserkani, E. et al., 2005;

Yadroitsev, I. et al., 2010). The particle sizes of the powder affect the layer

thickness spread on the platform. Therefore, it is generally recommended that

the layer thickness should be higher than powder or particle size. This reduces

likelihood of defects significantly (Bertrand et al., 2007; Louvis et al., 2011).
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Figure 3-3: Schematic diagram of the powder bed additive manufacturing machine

(Zhang, Dembinski and Coddet, 2013)

The main research effort in the field of powder melting (additive manufacturing

and cladding) has been focused on the reduction of the lead time of production

and increase of buy-to-fly ratio (Kong et al., 2010). The main advantages of

powder melting are saving of resources, reduction in the emission of the toxic

substance in leisure industries and eco-design optimisation. This is because

there is a significant reduction of the raw materials used in the process, which

also reduces the energy used for the production compared to other convection

(Buchbinder et al., 2011; Ye et al., 2011). Apart from improving the productivity

and lead-time of production, there is a positive impact on the environment.

Furthermore, the parts produced are comparable to the existing products made

by other manufacturing techniques, such as casting and extrusion, provided that

there is fully densification of parts made. The fine grain structures of the built

layers significantly enhanced the parts made due to the heat conduction in the

melt zone is more rapid compared to casting. Thus, the solidification of the

process is faster, which leads to the formation of the unbalanced crystal phase,
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which enhances the mechanical properties (Hanzl et al., 2015; Verwimp et al.,

2011).

In recent times, the focus has been on the improvement of microstructural and

mechanical properties of the fabricated parts. However, the main challenge of

the process is the achievement of 100% density without additional treatment,

such as baking or heat treatment (Jia and Gu, 2014; Simonelli et al., 2014;

Song et al., 2014). There is a strong relationship between the relative density

and mechanical properties of materials. They also reported that the built parts of

highest levels of ultimate tensile strength, hardness and low surface roughness

corresponded to highest relative density, which has similar mechanical

properties with other products produced by conventional methods. The

mechanical properties of the parts produced were improved because of

increasing energy density that resulted in a parabolic pattern of solidification

and thus each layer of the tracks overlapped one another and led to a reduction

of surface roughness (Casalino et al., 2015). In a similar study carried by (Liu

et al., 2011), martensitic microstructure was achieved in high carbon steel as

the effect of high cooling rate. To mitigate undesirable effects of hard

microstructures, such as warpage, cracking, residual stresses and thermal

shock, the base material was preheated. Thus, both aspects of microstructure

and part integrity are related to the welding conditions used and melting

characteristics. To further make powder bed additive manufacturing viable the

quality of deposits and production rate need to be improved.

There are up to 140 processing parameters affecting bead profiles (Steen and

Mazumder J, 1999). Some of these processing parameters are not related to

the applied energy but may affect the bead profile of additive manufacturing

(Kruth et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2002). Such parameters can be classified has

secondary processing parameters. These include operator experience, scan

strategy, substrate thickness etc. The primary processing parameters are those

related to the energy and material properties. The primary processing

parameters include beam diameter, laser power, scanning speed, scanning

spacing, layer thickness, substrate temperature, quality of the powder.
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Therefore, the focus of this work relates to laser spot parameters and applied

energy.

This has been the main interest of many research institutions. There has been

a lot of effort to increase deposition rate without compromising mechanical

properties. Authors made different recommendations. Kong et al. showed that

optimum conditions of deposition rate and quality were achieved for a beam

diameter of 1.50 mm and laser power of 1.5 kW (Kong et al., 2010). Adequate

heat input was responsible for the low porosity and lack of defects. A certain

heat input is required to fuse the powder completely and avoid defects,

depending on the beam diameter. According to the research by Hanzl et al., a

fully consistent melted surface was achieved when laser power of 300 W and

scanning speed and 50 mm/s were used (Hanzl et al., 2015). Song et al.

reported different conditions for the most optimum deposits (Song et al., 2012).

Capello and Previtali investigated the importance of the operator skills on the

quality of fabricated parts and showed no correlation. However, some of these

processing variables are yet to be probably addressed, for instance the beam

diameter. This could be the reason why different processing variables achieve

different build profile and build quality.

What seems unknown is about how the beam diameter affects the processes,

particularly in powder melting. At a certain point adjusting laser power and

scanning speed to improve bead quality will be ineffective and adjusting the

beam diameter is the only option (Buchbinder et al., 2011; Schleifenbaum et al.,

2010). Some authors claim that high-quality deposition is mainly possible by

increasing the laser power and scanning speed (Averyanova et al., 2012; Zhang

et al., 2012). However, quality deposits are not possible only by increasing the

laser power and scanning speed. For a given beam diameter, high laser power

initiates metal evaporation, which causes stability issues during processing.

Similarly, fast scanning speed together with high laser power may lead to erratic

melt flow and inconsistent weld profiles evident as balling. Potentially the only

way of adding more energy to the system without inducing evaporation is by

enlarging the beam diameter of the laser. Thus, to improve the build-up rate and
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achieve good quality beads, larger beam diameters should be used than

currently. However, to facilitate the relationship between bead profile and

quality, beam diameter need to be understood. This will enable a significant

increase in deposition rate and improvement of data transferability between

different machines. Furthermore, the laser beam has different power density

distributions, such as Gaussian or top-hat. The advantage of top-hat beams is a

homogeneous distribution of laser energy (Toyserkani, E. et al., 2005). A

Gaussian beam exhibits higher peak power density. Thus, it is important to

investigate how the change in beam diameter and shapes affect the build

profile. Also, challenges are exacerbated by the use of galvo-scanners, which

change the shape of the projected beam on the surface as the beam is

translated across the workspace, as shown in Figure 3-4. This means that the

beam diameter of the laser is continuously changing during the processing and

this change will be dependent on the size of the powder bed, type of optics,

laser source and optical set-up. If the process is developed based on system

parameters then in certain cases, the melting characteristics will be

continuously changing leading to anisotropy between parts built in different

zones of the powder bed. This is due to the change of spatial distribution of

energy during processing.

Figure 3-4: Change in beam shape due to the beam distortion
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The future of powder bed machines depends on the ability to transfer data

between machines and understanding real parameters that control melting of

powder needed to improve the quality of built parts. The ability to develop

processing conditions on one machine and transfer them onto a parallel system

would be the ultimate goal for powder melting processes. However, up to date,

there is no study on the transfering of data between machines reported. The

problem is very complex. The complexity arises from the melting characteristics

and interaction between powder and laser that are dependent on many factors.

In laser welding with solid melting, a similar issue has been addressed with the

fundamental laser material interaction parameters for keyhole welding. In their

study, the system parameters of beam diameter and laser power and travel

speed were combined into a phenomenological model called power factor

(Suder, W.J. and Williams, S., 2014). To achieve similar weld profile on different

machines, the same power factor and interaction time have to be selected

depending on the required quality of welds. High quality beads correspond to a

longer interaction time. It is anticipated that such approach may apply to powder

melting (detail in Section 3.4). Furthermore, the welding regime can also have a

great effect on the quality of deposits. There are three welding regimes in laser

welding; conduction, transition and keyhole. Conduction welding occurs at low

powder densities. This regime can be characterised by smooth weld profile and

low level of defects such porosity, gas entrapment or blow holes. Therefore, to

avoid such defects in powder melting, low power density should be used. In

powder melting, due to the process characteristics and a wide range of the

beam diameters used for different applications, the processing regime of

powder of powder melting is unclear. There have been studies suggesting that

laser cladding with different beam diameters is a conduction welding. This was

identified based on the processing parameters, which corresponded to energy

levels commonly used in conduction welding of solid materials. One way of

reducing power density below vaporisation and increasing productivity is to
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increase beam diameter. However, this compromises the process resolution, as

the smallest feature that can be fused is dependent on the beam size.

3.3 Application of fundamental laser material interaction

parameters (FLMIPs)

Fundamental laser material interaction parameters (FLMIPs) enable a better

understanding of weld profile behaviour in solid melting. This is because it

specifies the process uniquely in terms of spatial energy distribution (Suder,

W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). (Ion, J.C., 2005) and (Steen and Mazumder J,

1999) discussed material processing with interaction parameters and then

developed process map, as shown in Figure 3-5. The figure is used to map

different laser processes and understand differences in energy requirement

between them. The range of energy density required for heating, melting or

vaporisation are represented. Note that these are approximate values and

energy density does not account for the heat source area. Thus, the actual

energy for melting and vaporisation may vary significantly, depending on

aspects, such as beam diameter, welding environment and material properties.
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Figure 3-5: Laser material processing map based on power density and interaction

time (Ion, J.C., 2005; Steen and Mazumder J, 1999)

In reality, primarily two groups of variables determine the formation of weld

bead in solid melting. The first is material thermal properties, among them are

thermal diffusivity and conductivity, melting and vaporisation temperatures. The

second group of variables is parameters characterising heat source, which

includes power density, interaction time and specific point energy. The first

group of researchers to highlight the important of power density and interaction

time relation to the material properties are (Ion, J.C., 2005; Steen, W.M., 2010).

Only the energy density (product of power density and interaction time) does

not account for effect of the heat source. Due to the characteristics of the heat

source (beam diameter) that affects the process, specific point energy was also

formulated (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). During laser processing of

materials, the laser user has no direct influence on the material properties but

only on the system parameters. Therefore, laser power and travel speed are

often adjusted based on engineering approach. However, in such an approach
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there is no clear correlation between welding parameters and response in the

material, as described for interaction parameters, as shown in Figure 3-6

(Suder, W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). The welding regime in laser welding is

also dependent on the temperature in the laser interaction point if vaporisation

point is exceeded then keyhole regime is present, otherwise, conduction

welding occurs below the vaporisation threshold. In reality, this is controlled by

the amount of absorbed energy and its distribution on the workpiece surface

(Elsen M.V. et al., 2008). In a given material with given thermal properties, this

will result in a particular thermal cycle, which will determine the response in the

material, as shown in Figure 3-6 (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012).

Figure 3-6: Relationship between system parameters and material responses (Suder,

2012)

It would be useful to develop such an approach to powder melting to control the

melting characteristics and realise regular build tracks. Such method could help

in improving the quality of the build profile and understand data transfer

between machines. The parameters used to control the weld bead profile in

laser welding are the following:
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Power density

The power density refers to the spatial distribution of power across the beam.

The average power density )( dP is the ratio of laser power )(P to the cross

sectional area of laser spot )( sA projected on the workpiece surface, given as
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Interaction time

When a laser of a known beam diameter is moving at a constant travel speed

over a workpiece surface, the time over which a particular point of the

workpiece is exposed to the laser energy is referred to as interaction time (Ion,

J.C., 2005; Steen and Mazumder J, 1999). Interaction time is the ratio of beam

length )( BD in the welding direction to the travel speed )( st . It represents the

time of irradiation between the workpiece and laser beam, represented as given

in Equation 2.
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Specific point energy (SPE)

Recently, to uniquely characterise the laser processing, a third interaction

parameter called specific point energy was introduced. The specific point

energy )( SPE accounts for the effect of energy contained within the laser spot,

which corresponds to a discrete version of energy applied. The definition of

SPE assumes laser welding to be a periodic process, in which the interaction

time is the period. It represents the integral of intensity and interaction time over
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the diameter of the laser spot as in Equation 3 (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S.W.,

2012).

 ][.).( JdxdytxyPE idSP

sidSP AtPE  (3)

Energy density

Energy density describes the spatial distribution of energy applied on the

surface of a given material. Energy density is the product of power density and

interaction time as shown in Equation 4 (Ion, J.C., 2005).

][. 2 JmtPE idd (4)

Figure 3-6 shows the standard approach of characterising weld bead profile

based on system parameters. Figure 3-7 shows the experimentally determined

threshold power density and interaction time for different beam diameters for

conduction welding (Assuncao, E. et al., 2012). The details of the interaction

parameters are given in Table 3-1. Above these threshold values, vaporisation

temperature is reached and the welds begin to show characteristics of transition

regime, such a small depression in the surface, no significant change in

penetration and eventually high ratio of the depth of penetration to weld width.

For the range of beam diameters shown in Table 3-1, the threshold power

density decreases with increasing beam diameter at constant interaction times.

This means that vaporisation required much greater power density with smaller

beams. This threshold is also dependent on the interaction time, at constant

beam diameter, the threshold power density increases with decreasing

interaction time due to the effect of specific point energy. With smaller beams or

shorter interaction times, the specific point energy is lower and therefore the

vaporisation does not occur as easy as with larger beams or longer interaction

times. This implies that that not only power density and interaction time are

important but energy as well.
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Figure 3-7: Variation of threshold power density with beam diameter for different

interaction times (Assuncao, E. et al., 2012)

Table 3-1: Experimentally determined threshold interaction parameters for conduction

welding (Assuncao, E. et al., 2012)

System parameters Fundamental laser material

interaction parameters

Laser

power (kW)

Beam

diameter (mm)

Travel speed

(m/min)

Threshold Power

density (kW/cm
2
)

Interaction

time (ms)

0.33 0.74 2.31 77 20

0.64 0.95 5.21 90 10

0.55 1.18 2.40 50 30

1.20 1.61 4.70 58 20

1.30 2.35 4.70 30 30

Table 3-2 shows different sets of welding conditions reported in the literature as

optimum for conduction welding. The corresponding interaction parameters

were calculated based on Equations 1 and 2 (Ion, J.C., 2005). Despite

significant differences in laser power and travel speed used, the interaction
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parameters obtained suggest that the welds are likely to be in conduction

regime, based on data shown in Figure 3-7. In this case, it is easier to

understand the process as compared to the system parameters approach.

Table 3-2: System parameters and calculated interaction parameters used in

conduction welding based on literature

System parameters Fundamental laser material

interaction parameters

Ref.

Laser power

(kW)

Beam

diameter

(mm)

Travel speed

(m/min)

Power density

(kW/cm
2
)

Interaction

time (ms)

Specific

point

energy (J)

1.5 – 2.75 2.04 1.00 – 4.50 46.00 – 84.00 27-122 7.48-184 1

0.45-0.55 0.50 1.50 229.2-280.10 20 9-11 2

7.00 5.25 0.30 32.40 1050 7350 3

4.00 10.00 0.39 5.10 1500 6153 4

4.00 13.00 0.40 3.00 2000 7800 4

1.50 1.50 6.36 85.00 14 21 5

Note 1.(Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009); 2.(Stanciu et al., 2012); 3.(Assuncao, E.,

Ganguly, S., Yapp D. and Williams, 2010a); 4.(Meco et al., 2012); 5.(Zhao and

Debroy, 2001)

Table 3-3 and Table 3-4 show the summary of processing parameters

commonly used in powder melting. Table 3-3 shows the parameters of laser

cladding with large beam diameters. Table 3-4 summarises the interaction

parameters of powder bed fusion processes with small beam diameters. The

data in Table 3-3 are similar to that of the Table 3-2, which suggests conduction

regime in laser cladding. However, the data shown in Table 3-4 are different

from those in Table 3-2. From Table 3-4, it can be seen that in certain cases

(higher layer thickness and small beam diameter) required a higher power

density and energy to achieve melting, which suggests vaporisation threshold

for the powder melting in the case of small beam diameters. Therefore, it is

anticipated that specifying the process based on fundamental laser material
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interaction parameters (FLMIP) and material properties will improve control of

the process and the process regime.

From all the work in the literature discussed so far, to identify the welding

regimes of powder melting, the applied power density, interaction time and

energy used are the primary determinant parameters. The transition between

conduction and keyhole is complex phenomenon depending on many

conditions, such as energy density, specific point energy, material type, etc.

However, there have been some attempts to define the process regime

analytically. In one example, a dimensionless number Peclet was used to

describe melting and vaporisation thresholds, as given in Equation 5 (Patschger

A. et al., 2013a). Equation 5 can be used to calculate the energy needed for

melting and vaporisation based on a Gaussian power density distribution. In this

equation, the thermal properties of the materials and Peclet number are on the

right-hand-side. The ratio of applied laser power to the beam diameter, which is

also the power factor is on the left-hand side. The process regime will shift from

melting to vaporisation when the Gaussian power density exceeded the material

properties according to Equation 5. Such equation gives an approximate value

of the threshold for melting and vaporisation and enables a quick evaluation of

the process regime based on the processing parameters.
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Where P - laser power; DB - beam diameter; λ - thermal diffusivity; Mp - melting

point; A - absorptivity constant; Pe - Peclet number; ts - travel speed and ww -

the weld width
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Table 3-3: System parameters and corresponding interaction parameters commonly

used for cladding based on literature

System Parameter Optic setup Fundamental Laser Material Interaction
Parameters Ref.

Laser
power (kW)

Scan speed
(m/min)

Beam
Diameter

(mm)

Power density
(kW/cm

2
)

Interaction
time (ms)

Specific
point

energy (J)
1.40 – 1.80 1.00 1.32 3.50 14.60–18.8 160 – 210 222-378 1

1.40 – 1.80 1.00 1.32 3.50 14.60–18.8 160 – 210 254-432 1
0.70 – 1.15 0.15 4.00 5.60–10.0 1600 1120-1840 2
0.70 – 1.50 0.30 – 1.50 3.00 8.70 – 12.5 300 - 600 84-900 3

No
information

0.30 - 0.42 No
information

28 – 36 No
information

4

1.20 6.00 0.60 353 – 424 6 7.2 5
1.10 0.40 1.40 71.5 210 231 6
0.60 1.00 1.00 76.4 60 36 7
3.00 0.30 6.00 10.6 600 3600 8
3.50 0.55 3.50 36.4 381 1336 9

Note 1.(Ye et al., 2011); 2.(Li et al., 2012); 3.(Cottam and Brandt, 2011);

4.(Shepeleva et al., 2000); 5.(Shon et al., 2015); 6.(Paydas et al., 2015); 7.

(Nagaoka et al., 2015); 8.(Qu et al., 2015); 9.(Liu et al., 2015)
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Table 3-4: System parameters and corresponding interaction parameters commonly

used in powder bed machine based on literature

System Parameter Layer
thickness

(mm)

Optic
setup

Fundamental Laser Material Interaction
Parameters Ref

Laser
(W)

Scan
speed

(m/min)

Beam
Diameter

(mm)

Power
density

(kW/cm
2
)

Interaction
times
(ms)

Specific point
energy

(mJ)
95 0.6-1.8 0.07 0.20 303 0.4 – 20 633-1900 1

70 – 200 3.0-24.0 0.25 0.60 24.7 - 70.7 1.5-30 105-2400 2
85 -105 3.0 – 12.0 - 0.20 271 – 3340 1 – 4 85-420 3

85 – 300 3.0-12.0 - 0.05 4329 – 15278 0.25 – 1.0 20-300 3
80 – 160 5.3-10.8 0.05 0.09 1258 - 2515 0.5-1.0 40-160 4

200 15 0.04 0.1 2546 0.4 80 5
50 3.6-14.4 0.05 0.07 1300 0.3-1.2 15-58 6
25 3.6-7.2 0.05 0.07 650 0.6-0.2.3 15-30 6
50 0.6-30 0.10 0.04 796-3979 0.08-4.0 4-200 7

20-250 1.2-15.0 0.25 0.6 14 – 57 2.4-30 48-7500 8
35- 50 3.0-9.0 0.05 0.07 909-1300 0.5-1.4 16-70 9

70 – 225 3.0-36 0.10 0.2 223-716 0.4-4 23-900 10
100 – 130 24 – 36 - 0.07 2598 - 3378 0.12 - 0.18 116-230 11

1.(Rombouts et al., 2006); 2. (Kruth et al., 2004); 3. (Yasa et al., 2011);

4.(Tsopanos et al., 2010); 5. (Guan et al., 2013); 6. (Yadroitsev, I. et al., 2010);

7. (Khan and Dickens, 2012); 8. (Olakanmi, 2013); 9. (Averyanova et al., 2012);

10. (Simchi, A., 2004); 11. (Jia and Gu, 2014)

The parameters that affect the build profiles can be divided into two groups (see

Section 3.2). The current process of developing processing parameters is very

dependent on the material types and the optical set-up, which means that every

case has to be optimised individually. Some authors tried to optimise the

optimum condition in the form of processing maps, as summarised in Table 3-5

and Figure 3-8. It can be seen that the welding speed and laser power required

for stable processing are different for each case. Some differences are

expected because of differences in the material properties and optical set-up.

Note that in every example, there are differences in material type and beam

diameter, but the energy for melting between powder iron and stainless steel is

quite comparable. The effect of beam size can be better understood in terms of

fundamental laser material interaction parameters. To get the optimum fusion
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Song et al used 100 W and 0.2 mm/s and Yadroitsev et al used 40 W and 0.12

m/s. When these are transferred to interaction parameters, they lead to energy

density of 0.75 kJ/cm2 and 0.61 kJ/cm2, which are quite similar. This shows that

energy density to melt a particular thickness of powder is very similar in these

cases. In the other example (Kruth et al and Olakanmi) of iron powder and

aluminium were compared, the difference is more significant.

Table 3-5: Selective laser melting with system parameters and layer thickness

used by different authors

System parameters Song et al.
2014

Yadroitsev
et al. 2010

Kruth et al.
2004

Olakanmi,
2006

Laser power (W) 90 – 110 12.5 – 50 70 – 200 20 – 240

Scanning speed(mm/s) 100 – 400 40 – 240 20 – 400 20 – 250

Spot size (mm) 0.034 0.07 0.80 0.60

Shielding gas Argon Argon Nitrogen or
Argon

Argon

Layer thickness (mm) 0.05 0.05 0.25 0.25

Material Iron
powder

Stainless
steel

Iron
powder

Al alloys

Laser type CW CW CO2 CO2

Substrate type Steel Steel Steel No indication
was given

Power density for
smooth bead (kWcm

-2
)

11000 1040 28 43

Interaction time for
smooth bead (ms)

0.17 0.58 3.33 7.50

Energy density for
smooth bead (kJcm

-2
)

0.75 0.61 0.053 0.31
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Figure 3-8: Comparison of processing maps between different powder bed systems a)

(Song et al., 2014) (b) (Yadroitsev, I. et al., 2010) (c) (Kruth et al., 2004) and (d)

(Olakanmi, 2013)

3.4 Power factor model

In laser welding processes, achieving a similar depth of penetration and

required weld profile are of interest to the laser users. To attain a similar depth

of penetration, it is a common practice to adjust system parameters such as

laser power and travel speed to the laser spot on the workpiece surface. In

many studies, it has been shown that laser power and travel speed affect the

fusion zone geometry (Anawa and Olabi, 2008; Benyounis, K.Y. et al., 2005; El-

Batahgy, 1997; Moradi, M. and Ghoreishi, M., 2010; Sánchez-Amaya et al.,

2009). However, such optimised process works only with a particular laser
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system with a particular optical set-up and beam diameter. To uniquely

characterise the weld bead profile, the power factor model was developed

(Suder, W.J. and Williams, S., 2014). The study showed that laser welding is a

periodic process whose period is the interaction time. Furthermore, for a given

interaction time, the depth of penetration was observed to be proportional to the

power density and specific point energy, which was combined into one

parameter. The product of the power density and specific point energy, which is

the ratio of laser power to the beam diameter was defined as power factor, as

shown in Equation 6. To achieve a similar depth of penetration in keyhole for

different beam diameters, power factor )(PF and interaction time )( it have to be

selected depending on the weld quality needed. Using beam different

diameters, the appropriate system parameters can be then selected for each

system, as shown in Figure 3.9. Application of power factor seems to be simple

and successfully used for keyhole welding. Development of similar model would

be useful in powder melting.
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Figure 3-9: Parameters selection for power factor and interaction time to achieve

similar weld profile
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3.5 Other variables affecting bead formation in solid melting

When laser welding is carried out in conduction or keyhole regime, the weld

geometry (depth of penetration and weld width) and the surface weld quality is

also influenced by the welding environment (e.g. shielding gas) and laser beam

characteristics and material properties. To achieve conduction or keyhole welds

with a desirable profile, it is important to evaluate and understand the effect of

these variables on bead geometry. Therefore, it is important to maintain the

balance between the heat applied by laser radiation, the heat utilised for melting

and dissipated for different losses by the workpiece (Anawa and Olabi, 2008;

Childs, Hauser and Badrossamay, 2005b; Gusarov et al., 2007; Semak and

Matsunawa, 1999).

3.5.1 Welding environment

The welding environment is an important factor that determines the fusion

characteristics and the flow of liquid metal. The effect of welding environment,

such as the type of shielding gas, gas properties, flow rate and feeding position

also affect the fusion characteristics. The properties of shielding gases that are

important in this aspect are temperature, ionisation potential, thermal

conductivity and type of molecules (Duley, 1999). Also, the laser properties

such as wavelength can affect weld profile differently. It has been established

that the temperature of shielding gases affects the rate the heat is absorbed.

During welding, when the temperature exceeds 6,000 K, the plasma plume is

formed (Sayegh, 1998). This plasma or plume if not ionised, affects the quality

of the weld bead profile by absorbing the incident laser energy. The ionisation

potential of the shielding gas determines the ability of gas to reduce absorption

of laser energy in vapour plasma. Particularly when processing with high power

density laser beams, part of the material is vaporised when the temperature

exceeds the boiling point of the material and this is exhibited as a bright column
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suspended above the laser interaction point. This vapour plume can interact

with an incoming laser beam (Ming et al., 2007). The propagating beam when

passing through this plume is partially absorbed or scattered by the vapour

particles. Depending on the wavelength of the laser and the type of material,

different mechanisms occur. The long wavelength of the CO2 laser (10.6 µm)

makes laser beam absorption more significant than shorter wavelength Nd:YAG

or fibre lasers (10.6 µm), which affect the bead profile differently (Hess et al.,

2011; Kaplan and Matti, 2015).

Studies have been carried out to understand how the shielding gases affect the

weld pool and the resulting weld bead profile. For instance, it was found that

helium and argon influence the depth of penetration and weld width in keyhole

regime differently due to their differences in ionisation potential (Wang et al.,

2007). In the keyhole regime, a higher penetration was achieved with helium

compared to argon. However, in conduction regime, no significant difference in

weld bead profile was noticed between these two gases (Quintino et al., 2011).

This difference was attributed to plume/plasma formation, which is present in

keyhole welding and absent in conduction. It has also been demonstrated that

for the same laser energy, it is possible for a weld bead to exhibit different weld

profiles depending on the shielding gas composition (Gao, M. et al., 2007;

Valiente Bermejo et al., 2014). As shown in Figure 3-10, shielding only with

argon induced shallow penetration with a CO2 laser. However, when the

proportion of helium added double the argon, the weld became deeper for the

same processing energy. When pure Ar was used for shielding, the

discontinuous and scraggy surface was seen. At appropriate combination of

shielding gases, there is a continuous and uniform surface, which exhibit stable

welding process and full penetration. This was attributed to the right

combination of gas shielding parameters that result in a stable process and

efficient synergetic effects. Thus, the penetration increased. Furthermore,

Figure 3-11 shows the relationship between plasma height and depth of

penetration of welds. The smaller the plasma/plume height, the greater the

absorbed energy by the workpiece and the more penetration into the substrate
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is achieved. This shows that the shielding gas can have a significant effect on

the weld bead profile in laser welding.

To avoid the significant effect of shielding gases, it is imperative to ensure that

the same conditions and gas are used during the melting processes.

Figure 3-10: Effect of shielding gas on plasma/plume and weld bead profile (Ming et

al., 2007)

Figure 3-11: Influence of plasma/plume height on depth of penetration in laser welding

(Ming et al., 2007)
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3.5.2 Fluid flow dynamics and its effect on weld geometry

There have been theories explaining the influence of melt flow direction on the

weld profile. Formation of a weld bead profile is the result of melting and

solidification of melt pool. The dynamics can be affected by the melt flow, which

is influenced by welding conditions. The primary forces affecting the melt flow

are the surface tension and buoyancy force. Both of these depend on the

chemical composition and thermal gradient of the liquid metal.

3.5.2.1 Surface tension

Surface tension gradient is capable of inducing strong melt flow, which can

affect the weld bead or build profile. Surface tension gradient exists between

fluids when subjected to a temperature gradient. An interfacial tension between

the centre and edge points of the melt pool is consequently induced. Since the

temperature also affects the surface tension, the temperature gradient creates a

surface tension gradient that will often induce shear stresses leading to a

movement of fluid. Depending on the chemical composition of the liquid, the

system can have a positive or negative surface tension gradient. When the

surface tension gradient is negative, the fluid flow patterns tend to be outward

that is, it flows from a colder region to hotter region and positive flow moves

inward (Lautrup, 2011; Eriksson and Powell, 2014).

Theories have been proposed to explain how fluid flow changes bead shapes.

The change in weld pool is because of convective flow, which is driven by

surface tension gradient. The surface tension gradient is caused by the

difference in the temperature of the weld pool surface (Burgardt et al., 1986).

These theories also suggest that metal chemistry plays a fundamental part. The

weld bead shape formed depends on the surface tension magnitude and

direction, which is affected by the presence of impurities called surfactants. This

is because the elements tend to agglomerate on the fluid surface thereby
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altering the flow direction. (Aidun and Martin, 1997) and (Roper et al., 1983)

categorised these impurities, which can be divided into three main groups.

a) Surface active elements with non-reactive impurities: pure metals or

alloys that have elements that can react with surface active elements to

form compounds that have no influence on the surface tension e.g. pure

metals or alloys.

b) Surface-active elements: elements that a small presence of which can

significantly influence the surface tension and surface tension coefficient

e.g. sulphur, oxygen, selenium, bismuth and tellurium

c) Surface active elements with reactive impurities: These impurities

prevent the surface active elements presence influencing the surface

tension e.g. aluminium, calcium, silicon and manganese.

The weld penetration and width vary with the direction of fluid flow and type of

elements present in the molten pool. For most metals in their pure state or

alloyed form with low presence of sulphur and oxygen surfactants, the weld

geometry is wider and shallower because fluid flow provides substantially

greater heat transport in the outward direction and decreasing the ratio of the

depth of penetration to weld width. Therefore, the surface tension will exhibit the

highest value at the edge away from the heat source (coldest region) and

lowest under the heat source (hottest point), as shown in Figure 3-12a (Heiple

and Roper, 1981; Zhao et al., 2010).

The presence of some substances referred to as surface active elements

reverse the process by changing the entropy of the system. Notable elements in

small quantity are oxygen, selenium sulphur and tellurium, which tend to the

formation of soluble compounds (e.g. FeS) change the surface tension gradient.

Such compounds have lower surface tension than pure iron (Aidun and Martin,

1997). Figure 3-11b shows a typical example of inward movement of fluid when

surface active element significantly influences the surface tension. Previous

studies demonstrated that presence of sulphur in the molten pool causes inward
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fluid flow. The active elements affect the fluid flow provided that the input

energy density is below the keyhole threshold. In the keyhole regime, the effect

of the active elements is less important. In keyhole regime, the vaporisation

pressure is more dominant than surface tension gradient (Heiple and Roper,

1981; Hu et al., 2012; Roper, Stagner and Aden, 1983).

The significant influence of the surface tension and applied energy on the melt

pool can be analysed when the same condition is ensured in the melting

process. In this way, the effect of reactive elements will be the same during the

melting process.

Figure 3-12: Schematic diagram of fluid flow in the weld pool a) surface tension with

negative coefficient and b) surface tension with positive coefficient; T – temperature

and � 	–surface tension (Verhaeghe, G. and Hilton, P., 2005)

3.5.2.2 Buoyancy force

Buoyancy flow is present in any fusion process (laser, arc, oxy-fuel). This force

occurs when there is a density gradient within the liquid (Kruth et al., 2007).

Depending on the location of the heat source; the liquid flows from region of

a) b)
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high density to a region of low density typically, from hotter area to less hot

region. This implies that the molten pool under the influence of buoyancy rises

to the surface (Figure 3-13a) and begins to sinks (Figure 3-13b). The circulatory

motion of both positive and negative buoyancy motion of the fluid flow defines

the weld pool surface (Turner, 1973; Wu, 1988).

Figure 3-13: Schematic diagram of buoyancy fluid flow a) positive buoyancy flow and

b) negative buoyancy flow (Turner, J.S., 1973)

Buoyancy affects the motion of the liquid metal in the weld pool. It strength

depends on whether the force can influence the fluid flow magnitude and

direction. The stability of keyhole and conduction welds in laser welding

depends on various forces such as buoyancy, surface tension, vaporisation and

hydrostatic and hydrodynamic pressures. However, surface tension pressure is

the most dominant. For instance, the hydrostatics pressure is 75 N/m2

compared to that of the surface tension of 104 N/m2. Surface tension and

vaporisation pressure in keyhole regime are two main forces that determine the

bead formation. The vaporisation pressure is the main force required to keep

the keyhole in weld profile while the surface tension tries to collapse the

keyhole. Keyhole welding involves metal vaporisation and deep penetration.

Hence, the vaporisation pressure is greater than the surface tension force. In
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conduction welding, surface tension force is the most significant driven force for

melt flow (Duley, 1999; Volpp, 2012). Tsao et al. (Tsao K.C. and Wu, C.S.,

1988) investigated the significance of buoyancy force on the weld pools. They

compared how changes in the magnitude of the fluid velocity and temperature

field influenced the weld pools. They mentioned that buoyancy force is less

dominant than surface tension driven flow. In addition, since the full welds are

done in the same position, buoyancy effects are constant.
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3.6 Solidification rate

Factor that affects the microstructural features when materials solidify is the

shape of the solid-liquid interface. Thermal and compositional conditions that

are present between the adjacent interfaces determine the nature and stability

of the solid-liquid interface. In general, the variables that affect the solidification

morphology are the growth rate, the temperature gradient in the liquid and alloy

composition. The three methods of over which the interface can grow are:

planar, cellular and dendritic (Ion, J.C., 2005). They play a dominant role in

bead formation in both laser welding and powder melting. Solidification rate in

solid melting (laser welding) and powder melting (laser cladding or powder bed

fusion) is rapid one due short interaction time and fast cooling. When

solidification takes place in the materials, the first form of growth is planar.

When the temperature gradient of the planar structure is reduced, the cellular

structure is also formed. The structures change strongly dependent on thermal

cycle and chemical composition of the liquid. Therefore, different thermal

properties of powders should result in different solidification behaviours as

compared to solid metals. Thus, different bead profiles can be expected

depending on material and laser properties.

3.6.1 Material properties

Material properties such as thermal conductivity, packing density, surface

roughness, which determines absorptivity, play a dominant role in the

interaction between the laser beam and engineering materials. These properties

are inter-related and affect bead profile differently. The absorptivity of material is

defined as the ratio of absorbed laser energy to the incident energy. It indicates

how the applied laser energy is being transferred to the material. This section

reviews how absorptivity and conductivity of the material influence build profiles

when exposing to laser radiation (Ion, J.C., 2005; Qi et al., 2006; Toyserkani, E.

et al., 2005).
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Laser beam interactions in relation to the absorptivity vary with the surface

condition of materials. The absorptivity of laser energy improved with surface

modifications. The surface area of a material increases with increasing surface

roughness. A rough surface has a greater surface area, which when exposed to

the laser beam increases the likelihood of multiple reflections on a micro-scale

thereby improving the absorptivity. This implies that the build profile in powder

melting and weld profile of solid melting of the same chemical composition may

vary due to the difference in material absorptivity. When a surface modification

is applied to a workpiece, the absorptivity will change. In solid materials, the

absorptivity is enhanced with different techniques, which include surface

coatings, sandblasting, milling, etc. It has been shown that absorptivity of

sandblast surface increased by 50% (Sayegh, 1998; Yasa et al., 2011), graphite

coating by 86% (Pantsar et al., 2004) and milled surfaces by 5% (Sayegh,

1998). When a surface is sandblasted or milled, the absorptivity increased due

to increasing in surface roughness that promotes multiple reflections and

increasing surface area. A coated surface usually reduces the reflection of the

laser beam. Thus, the expected melt area of solid materials increases

significantly with surface modification.

Powder materials have an advantage when it comes to absorptivity, as

compared to solid materials. Table 3-6 shows the absorptivity of solid and

powder materials. The absorptivity of the solid material was obtained from the

optical properties of the materials based on calculation. In the table, the normal

spectral absorptance of powders was measured to determine the absorptivity

for different powder materials. In their experiment, the radiation which is

reflected by powder particles and arrives at the photo receiver was registered

and compared with a specimen of known reflectance (Tolochko, N.K. et al.,

1997; Tolochko et al., 2000). Table 3-6 shows the comparison between the

measured and calculated absorptivity. The table indicates approximate values

of absorptivity for different materials. The higher absorptivity of most powders

may suggest different absorptivity between the solid and powder materials.
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However, there is not any data of a direct comparison of melting between

powders and metal reported in the literature.

Table 3-6: Absorptivity of selected solid and powder metals for a laser wavelength of

1.06 µm (Tolochko, N.K. et al., 1997; Tolochko et al., 2000; Toyserkani, E. et al., 2005)

Materials Solid metal Powder metal

Absorptivity (A) Absorptivity (A)

Aluminium 0.09 Unavailable

Copper 0.01 0.59

Titanium 0.46 0.77

Iron 0.36 0.64

Nickel 0.26 0.64

Lead 0.16 0.79

Tin 0.39 0.77

Zinc 0.42 Unavailable

The mechanism over which laser beam propagates through powder particles

has been studied (McVey, R. W. et al., 2007). When the laser beam irradiates a

rough surface of powder particles, some portion of laser energy interacts

directly with the powder particles and the remaining portion is reflected off, as

shown in Figure 3-14. The depth of penetration of the laser beam within the

powder particles varies depends on a geometrical configuration of the powder

particles and the wavelength of a laser beam (Khan and Dickens, 2012; McVey,

R. W. et al., 2007). Therefore, a significant portion of the reflected beam is re-

absorbed via multiple reflection mechanism on the subsequent particles. This

enhances absorptivity of the powders compared to the solid material. For a
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powder of mixture of coarse and fine aggregates, the absorptivity is higher

compared to coarse aggregate. The surface area on the powder particle

depends on particle size and distribution. A reduction in the particle size

enhances the laser beam absorption with a minimum reduction in amount of

energy reflected. However, the increment in the absorbed energy of powder

material is temporary. As the particle melt to form liquid pool, the reflection of

the beam approaches that of a liquid materials. This could be a similar

absorption of laser irradiation by both solid and powder materials (Khan and

Dickens, 2012; McVey, R. W. et al., 2007).

Figure 3-14: Multiple reflections in powder, Io – incident laser radiation; Ri – reflected

laser radiation; Qc – heat transfer through (Khan and Dickens, 2012)

The laser wavelength is another important aspect in absorptivity. Absorptivity

varies with laser wavelength since the optical properties of these materials are

fundamentally dependent on wavelength, as shown in Table 3-7. For instance,

Table 3-7 indicates that for the same material, absorptivity increases with

decreasing wavelength. CO2 laser has longer wavelength compared to Nd:YAG
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laser, which significantly reduces the amount of absorbed laser energy by the

workpiece (Kruth, J. P. et al., 2006; Majumdar and Xia, 2007; Sayegh, 1998;

Steen and Mazumder J, 1999).

Table 3-7: Comparison of absorptivity of metallic powders for two different wavelength

lasers (Kruth, J. P. et al., 2006)

Powder materials (metals) Nd:YAG (1.06 µm) CO2 (10.6 µm)

Cu (absorption in solid Cu) 59% (2 – 10%) 26% (1%)

Fe (absorption in solid Fe) 64% (30%) 45% (4%)

Sn 66% 23%

Ti 77% 59%

Pb 79%

Co-alloy (1%C, 28%Cr & 4%W) 58% 25%

Cu alloy (10%Al) 63% 32%

Ni alloy 72% 51%

Cu – copper, Fe – iron, Sn Tin, Pb – lead, Co - Cobalt, Cr chromium, W –

tungsten and Ni - nickel

The role of the interpass temperature and its effect on absorptivity and the build

profile was investigated. In their study, the interpass temperature was the

temperature of the previous layer before the deposition of the subsequent layer.

The role of interpass temperature on the absorptivity was investigated by

measuring the mass of built specimens. They observed that changing the

temperature between successive tracks influenced the quantity of fused

powder, which was due to increased absorptivity, as shown in Figure 3-15.

When there was no cooling between successfully deposited tracks, the high
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interpass temperature preheated the base material and increased the melt

volume of powder (Badrossamay and Childs, 2007).

Figure 3-15: Effect of interpass temperature on mass of single track layers in 316L and

M2 steels as a function of scan speed at different laser power and scanning spacing

(Badrossamay and Childs, 2007)

However, the propagation of the transported heat within the material will also

determine weld profile. Since in metallic materials, the main mechanism of heat

flow is by conduction, the pores between the particles determine the extent to

which the heat propagated inside the material. When there is a poor contact

between the particles, the heat cannot be conducted onto surrounding particles,

the individual particle will vaporise, and heat is lost. Thermal conductivity

determines how fast the heat is transferred from the laser interaction zone to

the inner parts of materials. In Section 3.6, it was explained that the

solidification morphology of solid and powder materials is similar. However, the

effective thermal conductivity is different, which can result in different build

deposition. Since solid substrates have homogeneous properties, heat

conduction is uniform in all directions, resulting in hemispherical isotherms and
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weld profiles. However, in powders, thermal conductivity may vary depending

on the compactness and particle size and distribution (Alkahari et al., 2012).

Effective thermal conductivity of powder material is controlled by the proportion

of the powder compactness (air gap), particle sizes and morphology (Tolochko

et al., 2003). The way the heat propagates within the material determines the

shape of weld pool.

A study by (Alkahari et al., 2012) showed that the thermal conductivity of

materials increases with increasing powder particle sizes. The larger the particle

sizes, the higher the thermal conductivity, due to high conductive heat transfer

between the powder particles. They mentioned that such a condition only apply

when the total air gap per unit area is constant. In this condition, the effect of air

gaps between powder particles becomes insignificant. In reality, such assumed

conditions may not be achievable. In real conditions, by using collections of

powder particle of finer sizes, it becomes denser and compacted together and

therefore the ratio of air gaps to the powder volume decreases (Desmond and

Weeks, 2013). In most cases the thermal conductivity of solid materials is

greater than powders for the same type of material (Pinkerton and Li, 2004) The

thermal conductivity of powder approaches that of solids for the same material

when the surface contact takes place between the melted powder particles

(Gusarov et al., 2007). However in real conditions melt flow is another efficient

way of transporting the heat (Childs et al., 2005). This means that despite poor

contact between individual particles, the heat exchange is possible if liquid

metal surrounds particles. Therefore, considering multiple reflections,

absorptivity and heat transfer by liquid, greater weld profiles should be achieved

in powders than in solids.

3.6.2 Welding regimes in solid and powder melting

There are three welding regimes in laser welding of solid materials, which are

conduction, transition and keyhole (see Section 3.1). There is a lot of

speculation on the welding regime in powder beds in the laser community.
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Some authors claim that powder bed fusion processes is similar to laser

cladding and it is a conduction process (King et al., 2014; Toyserkani, E. et al.,

2005). This is mainly determined based on the weld profile. Identification of

welding regime in powder melting may be more complex than in solid materials

due to inhomogeneous properties of powders. In this section, comparison of

existing information for powder melting regime identification is presented. Some

of the examples of similarities and differences between solid and powder

melting are shown in Table 3-8. In this table, studies on solid and powder

melting were compared in terms of conditions required to achieve the forms of

welding regimes available. In solid melting, three welding regimes can be seen

with necessary conditions. In powder melting, there is no indication the

existence of vaporisation and plasma formation in powder melting. Based on

the experience of welding of solid materials the threshold interaction parameters

for vaporisation can be identified. In solid melting, plasma and vapour plume is

a good indication of the transition or keyhole regime. It is adequate to assume

that to achieve good quality deposits powder melting should be considered as a

conduction welding problem. Due to the complexity of the processes and

inhomogeneous properties of powders, there is a threshold between conduction

and keyhole regime.
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Table 3-8: Comparison of existing information for powder melting regime identification

Properties Powder melting Solid melting

Conduction

regime

Keyhole

regime

Conduction regime Transition

regime

Keyhole regime

Metal

vaporisation

No/Yes unclear
1

No
2

Yes
2

Yes
3

Plasma

formation

No/Yes(Kruth et al.,

2004)
1

No
2,4

No information Yes
5,6

Heat flow

pattern

3-dimensional heat flow

is desirable
7

3-dimensional
8

No information 2-dimensional
8

Surface

temperature

Above melting but below

vaporisation

Ideally below

vaporisation
2,5

No information Above

vaporisation
5,9

Process

stability

No information More stable than

keyhole

Dynamic Dynamic

Interaction

parameters

No adequate information

for wide range of beam

diameters

Below 10
6

W/cm
2

(depends on beam

diameter and

interaction time)

Vary with

interaction

parameters and

beam diameters

Above 10
6

W/cm
2

(depends on beam

diameter and

interaction time)

Aspect ratio

(depth/width)

AR of ≤0.5
1

is desirable AR ≤0.4
2,4 AR of 0.4 to

0.6
2,4

AR≥ 0.6
2,4

Likelihood of

defects

Defects are not

desirable

No No Keyhole porosity,

spatter

1.(Kruth et al., 2004); 2.(Assuncao, E. et al., 2012); 3.(Wang et al., 2007);

4.(Sánchez-Amaya et al., 2009); 5.(Fuerschbach P.W. and Eisler G.R., 2002);

6. (Suder, 2012); 7.(Hauser, 2003); 8.(Sayegh, 1998); 9.(Ion, J.C., 2005);
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The processing regime has a big implication on the quality and productivity.

Because all the issues related to vaporisation, such as melt expulsion, spatter,

vapour pressure the process should be maintained within the conduction

regime. This is because the productivity and resolution requirements often

dictate the use of small beam diameters with high power density, conditions

which are very prone to vaporisation. Profiles of deposited tracks suggest

conduction welding, however in some studies evidence of evaporation (Kruth et

al., 2004) and keyhole (King et al., 2014) was found. In the same study, a

powder-bed fusion of powder melting was classified has a conduction welding,

as shown in Figure 3-16 (King et al., 2014). The regimes of powder-bed fusion

process in both cases were based on bead profile (Eagar and Tsai, 1983; King

et al., 2014). Figure 3-16a shows conduction profile with lower power density

and bigger beam diameter while Figure 3-16b is a keyhole build profile of higher

power density and smaller beam diameter. Thus, the applied energy is very

high for the build profile in the keyhole regime. Considering the laser power,

scanning speed and beam diameters used, the parameters suggest the power

density used is beyond the threshold for conduction regime. It seems that

because of the extreme processing conditions i.e. small beam diameters, fast

processing speeds and inhomogeneous properties of powders, the threshold

between conduction and keyhole regime is narrow and the process may easily

switch between both.
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Figure 3-16: The cross section of a powder track fused by laser power of 150 W with

different beam diameters (a) conduction regime (beam diameter = 0.15 mm and scan

speed = 188 mm/s) and (b) keyhole regime (beam diameter = 0.052 mm and scan

speed = 100 mm/s)(King et al., 2014)

3.7 Melting and penetration efficiency

In solid melting of materials, a portion of the applied energy is absorbed while

some are reflected. Thus, only some portion of absorbed energy is utilised for

melting and rest is dissipated and considered as losses. Melting efficiency is the

ratio of the energy utilised for melting to form the fusion zone to the net

absorbed energy. Normally, in any welding processes, it is desired to maximise

melting efficiency. In laser processing, the total absorbed energy is distributed

between energy utilised for fusion, conduction loss, evaporation, formation of

heat affected zone, and plasma plume formation. In conduction welding and

powder melting, the common form of energy losses are conduction and

convection. The contribution of convection is often assumed to be negligible as

compared to conduction losses (Greses, J. et al., 2003; Kruth et al., 2004).

Thus, the energy of fusion and absorbed energy by the heat affected zone

(HAZ) are equivalent to the net absorbed energy by the solid or powder, as

given in Equation 9. The energy necessary to achieve the fusion zone depends

on the pool volume melting rate (� � � ) and material properties, as shown in

Figure 3-17 (Badrossamay and Childs, 2007; Fuerschbach and Eisler, 1999;
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Greses, J. et al., 2003). This suggests that melting efficiency of solid and

powder melting can be compared with the weld and build geometry in terms

melt area, as in Equation 12. The difference in the profiles could be because of

difference in material properties.

Figure 3-17: Schematic projection of weld bead geometry
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� � � 	� � � � � � � � 	� � � � � �
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absorbedE is the energy absorbed by the substrate
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fusionE is the energy required to melt a volume of metal

condE is the energy loss due to heat conduction

� � � , ℎ� � � 	� � � � � � � � 	� � 	� � � � � � � (680	� ( � � � ) � � );	 � � , � � � � � � � 	� � � � � � � � � � � 	� � 	

	� ℎ� 	� � � � � 	(1510	� ); � � � � � � , � ℎ� � � 	� � � � � � � � � � � � � � 	� � � � � � � � � � � 	(1200	� ); 	� �

, � � � � 	� � � � � � � � � � � � � 	� ℎ� 	� � � � � 	(300	� ); � � , ℎ� � � 	� � 	� � � � � � 	(2500000	� � � � � );

			� , � � � � 	� � � � � � ( � � � � 	� � � � � 	� � � � � � � � � 	� � � � ∗ � � � � � ℎ	� � 	� ℎ� 	� � � � � ) � � � 	� ,

� � � � � � � 	� � 	� � � � 	� � � � � (7800	� � � � � ), � � � , ℎ� � � 	� � � � � � � � 	� � 	� � � � � (466	� ( � � � ) � � (G

reses, J. et al., 2003)

Melting efficiency examines the response of the material response to laser

energy in terms of melt area, bead length and material properties. Alternative

method of comparing material response to applied laser energy spot is with the

penetration efficiency. Penetration efficiency is the ratio of depth of penetration

to the applied laser spot energy, as given in Equation 13 (Assuncao E., 2012).

Penetration efficiency is very useful to compare two or different materials in

terms of depth of penetration when the same laser energy is applied.

� � � � � � � � � � � 	� � � � � � � � � =
� � � � � 	� � 	� � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � 	� � � � 	� � � � � �
(
� �

�
) (13)

3.8 Summary

The current method of characterising the build profile in powder melting is

based on the engineering approach. Furthermore, the welding regime of powder

melting switches between conduction and keyhole when system parameters are

used. This makes it difficult to understand the process and improve the quality

of built parts. Every powder machine is developed based on individual design,

which further makes the transferring data between different machines difficult.
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Thus, there is no adequate understanding of the process and parameters

controlling the build profile are unclear. This is because there is no direct

relationship between the system parameters and the resulting bead profile. The

resulting bead profile is defined by the thermal cycle, which depends on the

interaction parameters and material type and properties. The build profile is a

result of complex balance between surface tension, vaporisation pressure,

temperature gradient, melt flow etc. In laser welding, there are three welding

regimes: conduction, transition and keyhole. The welding regimes depend on

the pressure of vaporisation and surface tension and applied interaction

parameters, which vary with the system parameters. The use of interaction

parameters that are independent of the optical set-up have helped to improve

welding process. In keyhole welding to achieve similar welds profile and with

similar quality, power density and specific point energy were used to control the

weld depth and weld width with interaction time. Furthermore, the material

properties, such as absorptivity, conductivity, and material type and laser

wavelength can also influence the build profile.

This study proposes the use of the interaction parameters of power density,

interaction time and specific point energy to characterise powder melting.

FLMIPs should enable us to improve and understand the bead formation

independently of the laser system. Furthermore, it allows a better understanding

of the effect of beam diameter and improvement of data transferability between

different machines. Due to lack of adequate information about the effect of

interaction parameters in conduction welding, the initial study concentrated on

the interaction parameters controlling weld bead profile in conduction welding.

Subsequently, parameters controlling build profile in powder melting were also

investigated.
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General experimental set-up and methods4

4.1 Set-up used for solid and powder melting with large beam

diameters (0.60 –5.50 mm)

4.1.1 Laser source

An IPGYLR-8000 continuous wave (CW) fibre laser with an output power of 8

kW and a wavelength of 1.07 µm was used to manufacture the bead-on-plate

welds. The laser beam delivery system consisted of an optical fibre with a

diameter of 300 µm and a collimating lens with a focal length of 125 mm.

Focusing lenses with focal lengths of 250 mm, 680 mm and 1000 mm which

resulted in spot sizes of 0.61mm, 1.70 mm and 2.35 mm respectively were used

(see Table 4-1). Additional experiments were conducted with focusing lens of

250 mm out of focus position to achieve a wider range of beam diameters.

A Primes GmbH Focus monitor was used to determine the beam characteristics

namely, beam diameter, focus position and divergence angle. Beam caustics

data were also determined to find appropriate defocusing distance needed to

achieve a particular beam diameter. To prevent laser head from back reflection,

the optical head was tilted at 10o, as shown in Figure 4-1 during the

experiments. This set-up was used for both solid and powder melting.

Table 4-1: Measured propagation properties of laser beams for different optical set-ups

Focusing lens

(mm)

Beam diameter

(mm)

Rayleigh length

(mm)

Divergence angle

(mrad)

250 0.61 6.60 92.50

680 1.70 36.48 44.16

1000 2.35 91.80 25.42
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Figure 4-1: Laser head tilted at an angle of 10o to prevent back reflection

4.1.2 Motion and clamping set-up for high power laser in solid melting

The translation of the laser beam over the workpiece was achieved with a six-

axis Fanuc M700i B45 robot coupled with a single axis translation stage, as

shown in Figure 4-2. The samples were clamped using a clamping system at

both ends.
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Figure 4-2: Experimental set-up used for laser welding

4.1.3 Processing chamber for powder melting (without

shielding)

The processing chamber was used for powder melting with high power laser.

The processing chamber used was a custom-made enclosure. The set-up

consisted of the constructed chamber box, system control unit and sample

motion mechanism. The laser beam was delivered to the workpiece through an

optical window allocated in the top surface of the chamber, as shown in Figure

4-3. In the initiall experiments conducted in solid and powder melting, the effect

of shielding gas was not significant on the bead profiles with large beam

diameters. So, no shielding gas was used for solid and powder melting with

large beam diameters.
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Figure 4-3: Experimental set-up used for large beams
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4.2 Set-up used for solid and powder melting with small beam

diameters (0.10 mm)

4.2.1 Low power lasers

An SPI fibre laser (JK500FL) with maximum output power of 500 W and a

wavelength of 1.07 µm was used. Laser beam delivery system consisted of an

optical fibre with a diameter of 300 µm and a collimating lens with a focal length

of 115 mm. Focusing lenses with focal lengths of 300 mm, which resulted in

spot sizes of 0.10 mm was used. To prevent laser head from back reflection,

the optical head was tilted at 10o. The set-up was used for both solid and

powder melting.

4.2.2 Processing chamber for solid and powder melting (with

shielding)

Similar set-up as shown in Figure 4.3 was also used for solid and powder

melting with small beam diameters. Except that, the chamber was airtight with

argon gas. Argon gas was supplied through the air knife to provide oxygen free

environment and to protect the optical window from contamination. The

shielding gas was used for the process because of the small conduction welds

been produced and some welds are also in keyhole regime. The oxygen level

maintained was less than 500 ppm. Low power laser from SPI was used for this

experiment.

4.3 Commercial powder bed machine (with shielding)

Renishaw AM250 machine with a fibre laser having a maximum output power of

200 W was used. The theoretical spot size of this laser system is 0.07mm. Note

that, in this case, the real beam diameter could not be measured due to time

limitation. The Renishaw laser works on the principle of a pseudo pulsed laser.

The exposure time is the period of interaction between the laser beam and the
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material. The point distance is the distance between two successive ends of the

laser spot. There was no overlap between the successful spots because the

beam diameter used equals the point distance. The interaction time was taken

as the exposure time. With this system, only a few welds in solid steel were

produced.

4.4 Material: analysis, composition, preparation and processing

4.4.1 Solid melting

S275 mild steel of 250 mm x 160 mm x 12 mm thick was used. The nominal

chemical composition of the S275 mild steel plates used is shown in Table 4-2.

All the plates were thoroughly cleaned with acetone solution prior to welding.

Then the samples were coated with graphite spray. This is to minimise

variations of the absorptivity of the laser radiation.

Table 4-2: Nominal chemical composition of S275 mild steel used in this thesis

Material Elemental composition (wt %)

S275 mild

steel

Fe C Si Mn Cr Ni Cu

98.28 0.14 0.30 1.16 0.05 0.02 0.05

4.4.2 Powder material

The powder materials used in this study was nitrogen atomised pure iron

supplied by Sandvik Osprey Ltd. Table 4-3 shows the nominal chemical

compositions of the as-received pure iron. The average particle size of the

powder was less than 150 µm. This powder was selected due to its close

composition to the solid steel used in this work.
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Table 4-3: As-received nominal chemical composition of the pure iron

Elements Fe C Mn Si

wt % 99.0 0.10 0.40 0.50

Figure 4-4 shows the particle size particle distribution of the iron powder used.

The powder material was used in as-received condition without sieving. The

powder materials were treated with minimum exposure to the atmosphere to

reduce the absorption of moisture and prevent its contamination.

Figure 4-4: Particle size of the pure iron powder used in this work

The same material S275 mild steel was used as substrate material for powder

melting as for conduction welding. Grooves of different depths ranging from

0.20 mm to 1.00 mm were machined in the base plates (see Figure 4-5). The

width and length of each groove was 10 mm x 90 mm respectively. The groove

depths served as the layer thickness for the powder melting process. The

grooves were later cleaned with acetone solution. It was allowed to dry and then
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manually filled with powder. Shown in Figure 4-6 is an example of a groove with

200 µm depth.

Figure 4-5: Substrate plates a) milled substrate with groove depth of 0.50 mm and b)

substrate with deposited tracks

Figure 4-6: An example of groove with a depth of 200 µm before being filled

with powder
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One of the objectives of this study is to compare solid and powder melting. The

depth of penetration (d) and weld width (ww) in solid melting was compared with

build height (BH) and build width (BW) in powder melting as shown in Figure 4-

7. The aspect ratio of weld bead profile is defined as the ratio of depth of

penetration to the weld width ( � � �⁄ ) and build layer aspect ratio is given as

ratio of build height to the build width (� � � � )⁄

Figure 4-7: Schematic representation of bead profiles to be measured a) build layer

and b) weld bead

4.5 Preparation of samples for metallographic inspection

The same procedure was used for the bead on plate welds and the deposited

powder layers. The samples cross sections were taken at a half-length of each

bead. All the samples were ground and polished using a grinding machine with

grinding papers of grades 240 µm, 1500 µm and 2500 µm. The polishing was

carried out with a 3 µm diamond paste. Subsequently, the final stage of

polishing was carried out with a silica suspension of 0.05 µm. To reveal the

cross sectional images of the samples were etched with 2% Nital solution.

a) b)
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4.6 Software used for samples measurement

The image processing and measurements were done with AxioVision LE64

software. The measurement errors of the bead profile, associated with the

systematic error of focusing of the optical microscope were in the order of ±

0.05 mm for all the range of magnifications used. Each sample was measured

three times and the average was used.

4.7 Analysis of samples measurement errors

The second trial of experiments was carried to examine the variation in the

depth of penetration of the welds produced. Welds were produced to achieve

conduction profile and sectioned longitudinal section as in Figure 4-8 to observe

the variation in the weld depth. The weld depths are very consistent.

Figure 4-8: Analysis of the errors of weld depth along the longitudinal sectioning
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Solid melting: Investigation of laser material5

interaction parameters in conduction welding with

medium and large beam diameters

The objectives of this chapter are

 To investigate the basic laser material interaction parameters that control

the weld bead profile and melting efficiency in conduction welding over a

wide range of beam diameters.

 To investigate equivalent parameter to power factor in conduction regime

5.1 Research approach

To achieve this objective, a range of beam diameters between 0.07 mm and

5.50 mm was used to achieve different combinations of interaction parameters

of power density, interaction time, specific point energy and energy density.

Shown in Figure 5-1 is the research approach adopted in this study. Different

lasers were used for different regimes depending on the beam diameter

needed. The beam diameters greater than 1.00 mm were considered medium

or large. Hence, laser with an output of 8 kW was used. For the beam diameters

less than 1.00 mm were regarded to be small, lower laser power were used,

one from Renishaw company and the other from SPI Fibre Lasers.

In Figure 5-1, studies have been carried out with medium and large beam

diameters for the keyhole regime (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S., 2014; Suder,

W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). Work is ongoing for the investigation of

interaction parameters that control bead profile for very small beam diameters in

keyhole regime by another researcher. Also, the transition between the keyhole

and conduction has been investigated (Assuncao E. et al., 2012; Assuncao, E.,

Ganguly, S., Yapp D. and Williams, 2010). The current study is on the

investigation of interaction parameters that control the weld profile with a wide

range of beam diameters for conduction regime and powder melting.
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Figure 5-1: Classification of beam diameters for research approach

Studies carried out in this chapter aimed at using interaction parameters to

understand the behaviour of bead profile. The detail of the experimental

procedure and results are described. The beam diameters medium and large

were investigated in this chapter.

5.2 Experimental procedure

5.2.1 Investigation of constant power density )( dP and specific point

energy )( SPE on the weld bead profile

In keyhole welding, it was shown that constant power density and specific point

energy control the depth of penetration and interaction time controls weld width

for different beam diameters (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). To

investigate if the same behaviour can be observed in conduction welding, an

experiment with constant power density and specific point energy and different

beam diameters was performed. The welding parameters were adjusted to a

given beam diameter according to Equation 1 and Equation 3 to obtain constant

power density and specific point energy respectively. The interaction time was

obtained according to Equation 2. Other experiments were carried out for a

range of power densities and specific point energies of pairs 55.1 kW/cm2 and

215J; 64.0 kW/cm2 and 251 J; and 75.0 kW/cm2 and 294 J in that combination.
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5.2.2 Investigation of constant power density )( dP and

interaction time )( it on weld bead profile

In Section 5.2.1, the effect of constant power density and specific point energy

on the weld bead geometry was investigated. This current section examines the

effect of constant power density and interaction time (product is energy density)

on weld geometry for large beam diameters. The welding parameters were

adjusted to a given beam diameter according to Equation 1 and Equation 2 to

obtain constant power density and interaction time respectively. The approach

was investigated for other power densities of 22.9 kW/cm2, 25.5 kW/cm2 and 28

kW/cm2. Furthermore, the effect of increasing beam diameter at constant power

density and interaction times was examined on the weld geometry. This was

also carried out with the same power densities and interaction times.

5.2.3 Investigation of constant energy density )( dE across a

wider range of beam diameters

This experiment was conducted at constant energy density (product of power

density and interaction time). The energy density was maintained constant while

changing the beam diameter. This will enable investigation of constant energy

density across a wider range of beam diameters. The beam diameters used

were between 0.60 mm to 5.50 mm. Laser power and travel speed were

adjusted to each of the beam diameters projected on the workpiece surface to
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attain power densities of 33.1 kW/cm2 and 45.1 kW/cm2 and interaction time of

120 ms, according to Equation 1 and Equation 2 respectively.

5.2.4: Investigation of power density )( dP and interaction time on

melting efficiency )( effM

The following experiments were carried out to understand the effect of

interaction time and power density on melting efficiency. Two levels of power

densities of 41.5 kW/cm2 and 64 kW/cm2 were obtained by applying laser power

to the beam diameter of 1.80 mm. The travel speed was varied to obtain the

interaction time between 4 ms and 200 ms for the two levels of power densities.

The effect of beam diameters on the melting efficiency was investigated at six

levels of 0.60 mm to 5.50 mm. The same welding parameters investigated in

Section 5.2.3 were used. The melting and penetration efficiencies were

calculated according to Equation 12 and Equation 13 respectively. The melt

areas and depths of penetration measured from the macrographs were used in

these equations.

Melting efficiency
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Penetration efficiency =
� � � � � 	� � 	� � � � � � � � � � �

� � � � � 	� � � � 	� � � � � �
(
� �

�
) (13)

5.2.5: Calculation of melt energy and conduction losses

To evaluate the proportion of energy utilised for melting to the energy dissipated

for conduction losses within the bulk of the material, an analytical solution of

heat equation was used (Ashby and Easterling, 1984).
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where 0T is the room temperature; P is the laser power; st is the travel speed;

A is the absorptivity;  is the thermal conductivity; t is the time; z is the depth

below the surface;  is the thermal diffusivity and ot is given by

16

2

B
o

D
t  (15)

After differentiating Equation 14 with respect to time and rearranging the peak

temperature peakT achieved in each thermal cycle can be determined from

(Ashby and Easterling, 1984)
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where C1 is a constant.

Equation 16 was used to calculate temperature as a function of depth below the

laser spot, as shown in Figure 5-2. A uniform hemispherical weld profiles were

assumed to simplify the calculation. First, the melt depth was calculated based

on the welding parameters used in the experiments (see Figure 5-2). The melt

depth was considered to correspond to an isotherm of 1500°C. The distance

between the surface and the 1500°C isotherm was assumed to be molten metal

(z melt). Then the area of melt pool (S melt) was calculated, based on melt

depth (z melt) with the assumption of a hemispherical weld profile. The value of

absorptivity in Equation 16 was adjusted to achieve the same melt area as in

the experimental welds. In the next step, an isotherm for a temperature of

200°C was determined from Equation 16. The depth at which temperature was

between 1500°C and 200°C was taken as the conduction losses depth (z loss).

Based on this the area of conduction losses (S loss) was calculated with the
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assumption of hemispherical isotherms. Then the energies utilised for melting

(T>1500°C) and conduction losses (1500>T>200°C) were determined from:

  )()()(
2

1
01

2 JHTTCLzE mpmMeltMelt 







  (18a)
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  (18b)

where meltE is the energy for melting; lossE is the energy utilised for conduction

losses; meltZ is the depth of melt zone; lossZ is the depth of conduction losses

zone; L is the length of weld; ρ is the density; pmC is the heat capacity for

melting; psC is the heat capacity for solid, T is the temperature and mH is the

enthalpy of melting.

Figure 5-2: Calculation of melt area and conduction loss based on Equation 18
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Investigation of constant power density )( dP and specific point

energy )( SPE

Experiments conducted in Section 5.2.1 investigate if constant power density

and specific point energy control the weld profile in conduction welding,

independently of the beam diameter, as reported for keyhole regime (Suder,

W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). The laser power and travel speed were

adjusted to maintain constant power density and specific point energy, as

shown in Table 5-1. Figure 5-3 shows the macrographs of bead-on-plate welds

obtained. In these macrographs, it can see that both the weld width and depth

of penetration vary with beam diameter, despite a constant power density and

specific point energy. The same data are plotted in Figure 5-4. It can be seen

that the depth of penetration changes with beam diameter. The same trend was

observed for all ranges of power density and specific point energy. This

suggests that the conduction regime does not respond to the applied laser

energy in the same way as keyhole regime.

Table 5-1: Parameters used to investigate the effect of constant power density (41.5

kW/cm2) and specific point energy (161 J) on weld geometry

DB (mm) � � (ms) � � (mm/s) P (kW)

1.00 480 2.00 0.34

1.50 240 6.00 0.68

2.00 120 17.00 1.36

2.90 60 47.70 2.68
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)(mmDB

)(mst i

1.00

480

1.20

345

1.50

240

1.80

160

2.00

120

2.40

86

2.90

60

162J & 41.5

kW/cm
2

Figure 5-3: Macrographs of bead-on-plate welds at constant power density and specific point energy for different beam diameter � �

Figure 5-4: Effect of beam diameter (interaction time) on a) depth of penetration and b) weld width
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5.3.2 Investigation of constant power density and interaction

time

Figure 5-5 shows the macrographs of the bead-on-plate welds produced with

constant power density and interaction time for three beam diameters,

according to parameters shown in Table 5-2. It can be seen in Figure 5-6 that

the depth of penetration is similar and only for an interaction time of 480 ms

where there is a small discrepancy. In the case of 480 ms, the depth of

penetration slightly increases with increasing beam diameter, despite constant

power density and interaction time. It is worth noticing that at this interaction

time the weld profiles exhibit aspect ratio of 0.4, which suggest transition

regime. It is confirmed that apart from the interaction time of 480 ms, the depth

of penetration is proportional to the interaction time and power density (product

is energy density) and is independent of the beam diameter. At this range, the

interaction time has greater effect on penetration than the power density.
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Table 5-2: Parameters used to investigate effect of beam diameter on weld geometry

at constant power density (20.4 kW/cm2) and interaction time ( BD - beam diameter, st -

travel speed and it - interaction time). Additional power density investigated is 22.9. 25

and 28 kW/cm2

� � (� � ) � (� � ) � � (mm/s) � � (� � )

4.00 2.56

66.00

33.20

16.67

8.33

60

120

240

480

5.00 4.00

83.33

41.70

20.80

10.40

60

120

240

480

6.00 5.76

99.50

49.80

25.00

12.50

60

120

240

480
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)(mmDB
4.00 5.00 6.00

msti 60

msti 120

msti 240

msti 480

Figure 5-5: Macrographs of bead-on-plate welds with different beam diameter at

constant power density (20.4 kW/cm2) and different interaction times

Figure 5-6: Effect of beam diameter on the depth of penetration at constant interaction

time and power density of a) 20.4 kW/cm2 and b) 28 kW/cm2
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In Figure 5-7, the same results are plotted as a function of interaction time and

power density. The depth of penetration increases linearly with increasing

interaction time and is independent of the beam diameter. Only for the

interaction time of 480 ms is there a discrepancy (Figure 5-7a). When compared

to the power density in Figure 5-7b, it can be seen that the effect of interaction

time on depth of penetration is much greater than the effect of power density,

which is typical for conduction regime. The relative increase of penetration with

interaction time is 0.65 and with power density is 0.47. This suggests that the

weld profile in conduction regime is more dependent on the interaction time,

which is attributed to the time needed for the heat to be transferred from the

laser interaction point to the bulk material and generate melting.

Figure 5-7: Effect of interaction time (a) and power density (b) on depth of penetration

To further test, the effect of power density and interaction time the range of

beam diameters was extended, as shown in Table 5-3. Beam diameters from

0.60 mm to 5.5 mm were used and constant power density and interaction time

was achieved by adjusting the welding parameters for each beam. From

macrographs presented in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9, it can be seen that initially

the depth of penetration is dependent on the beam diameter and then at certain

point it becomes independent of it. The data are plotted in Figure 5-10 for two

power densities. For large beam diameters, the depth depends only on power
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density and interaction time. As the beam diameter is reduced below 2.9 mm

the beam diameter has a significant effect on the depth. This suggests that the

material response is also dependent on the heat source size, which links it to

the specific point energy. The weld width, on the other hand is entirely

controlled by the beam diameter, as shown in Figure 5-11. In all cases, the weld

width approached the beam diameter projected on the workpiece.

Table 5-3: Parameters used to investigate the effect of beam diameter on weld

geometry at constant power density and interaction time (product is energy density)

)( BD beam diameter, )(P - laser power and )( st -travel speed)

)(mmDB
)(WP )( 1mmst s

)(WP )( 1mmst s

41.5 kW/cm
2

& 120 ms

(5.0 kJ/cm
2
)

33.1 kW/cm
2

& 120 ms

(4.0 kJ/cm
2
)

0.60 100 5.13

1.00 260 8.36

1.50 680 0.70 540 12.00

2.00 1360 1.10 1080 17.00

2.90 2685 1.50 2140 23.82

4.00 5220 2.00 4160 33.31

5.00 6500 41.00

5.50 7870 46.00
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� � ( � � ) 1.50 2.00 2.90 4.00

81 J 163 J 323 J 626 J

Figure 5-8: Bead-on-plate welds produced at constant power density of 41.5 kW/cm 2 and interaction time 120 ms (energy density of 5.0

kJ/cm2) a range of beam diameter

� � ( � � )
0.60 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.90 4.00 5.00 5.50

No
melting

39 J 65J 130J 258J 500 J 782 J 944 J

Figure 5-9: Bead-on-plate welds produced at constant power density of 33.1 kW/cm 2 and interaction time 120 ms (energy density of 4.0

kJ/cm2) a range of beam diameter

Energy threshold
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Figure 5-10: Effect of beam diameter on the depth of penetration at constant power

density and interaction time

Figure 5-11: Effect of beam diameter on the weld width at constant power density and

interaction time
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5.3.3 Melting efficiency with medium and large beam diameters

To investigate the effect of power density and interaction time on melting

efficiency, experiment with a range of interaction times and power densities was

carried out, as described in Section 5.2.4. Figure 5-12 shows the macrographs

of the build-on-plate welds produced with a beam diameter of 1.80 mm. The

melting efficiency in the conduction welding depends on both the power density

and interaction time, as shown in Figure 5-13. In the figure, the travel speed

was varied to achieve different interaction times. The effect of interaction time is

much greater than the effect of power density. The melting efficiency first

increases and then decreases again with increasing interaction time. The

maximum melting efficiency was recorded for interaction time of 25 ms (Figure

5-13).

Figure 5-14 shows the penetration and melting efficiency as a function of

interaction time. Penetration efficiency is the ratio of depth of penetration to the

applied energy. The same trend was observed for penetration efficiency as

melting efficiency with both reaching maximum value for the same interaction

time. It is important to mention that the melt area was used to calculate the

melting efficiency and depth of penetration was used to calculate the

penetration efficiency. This clearly indicates that change in melting efficiency of

conduction welding might be linked to penetration efficiency, which indicates a

fixed relationship between the melt area and depth of penetration.
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Table 5-4: Welding parameters used to investigate the effect power density and

interaction time on melting efficiency with beam diameter 1.80 mm

)(WP )/( 2cmkWPd
)/( smmt s )(mst i

1033 41.50

145.80

75.00

50.50

25.70

19.30

15.50

10.40

8.92

12.20

23.70

35.20

69.40

92.10

114.80

169.50

197.80
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Power density

(kW/cm
2
)

Interaction time (ms)

12 25 35 92 115

64.0

41.5

Figure 5-12: Macrographs of bead-on-plate welds used to investigate the effect of interaction time and power density on melting

efficiency
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Figure 5-13: Dependence of melting efficiency on the interaction time for two levels of

power density and constant beam diameter of 1.80 mm

Figure 5-14: Melting efficiency and penetration efficiency as a function of interaction

time at constant power density of 52 kW/cm2 and beam diameter of 1.80 mm
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The effect of beam diameter on the melting efficiency at constant power density

and interaction time is presented in Figure 5-15. The corresponding

macrographs are shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 (see page 73). It can be

seen that for both power densities the melting efficiency increases with

increasing beam diameter. The maximum melting attained with this combination

of interaction parameters is 25%. This is due to longer interaction time of 120

ms. The influence of power density depends on a beam diameter used. For a

beam diameter of 1.50 mm, the melting efficiency increased from 10% to 15%

when the energy density was increased from 4.0 kJ/cm2 to 5.0 kJ/cm2.

However, with bigger beams, the effect of energy of energy density is

insignificant.

Figure 5-15: Melting efficiency as a function of beam diameter at constant power

density and interaction time
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5.4 Discussion

The main objective of this chapter was to investigate parameters that control the

weld bead geometry in conduction welding. The first experiment examined if

constant power density and specific point energy control the depth of

penetration in conduction welding independently of the beam diameter, as

reported for keyhole welding (Suder, W.J. and Williams, S.W., 2012). The depth

of penetration and melt area varied with beam diameter (see Figure 5.3 in page

70), which is in contrast to keyhole welding. Conduction regime is controlled by

the power density and interaction time, as shown in Figure 5.6. This suggests

significant differences between the responses of the material in these two

regimes. Keyhole regime is a vaporisation driven process and hence the power

density plays the most important role and the interaction time is less significant.

As reported by Suder and Williams, the depth of penetration in keyhole regime

is proportional to power density and specific point energy (Suder, W.J. and

Williams, S.W., 2012). The specific point energy describes a discrete energy in

a given laser size domain for a given interaction time in CW laser welding. In

another means, it confines the size of a domain over which a particular energy

density is applied. Both power density and specific point energy determine the

rate of vaporisation, which translates directly into the depth of a keyhole. In

another study, it was shown that the depth of penetration is proportional to a

power factor, which is a simplified product of power density and specific point

energy (Patschger A. et al., 2013b; Suder, W.J. and Williams, S., 2014). This

shows that the keyhole regime is a one-dimensional process where the depth of

penetration can be increased without increasing the weld width. In this case, the

laser power has to be increased only by a factor of two when beam diameter is

doubled to maintain a constant depth of penetration (Patschger A. et al., 2013b;

Suder, W.J. and Williams, S., 2014).

In conduction welding, the heat has to be transferred into the material via

conduction, which is a relatively slow process. As shown in Figure 5.6 and

Figure 5.7, the depth of penetration in conduction is strongly dependent on the

interaction time (slope of 0.65) and a less dependent on the power density
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(slope 0.47). This is attributed to the process dynamics. There is a time required

for the heat to conduct from the laser interaction point to the material.

Therefore, the longer the interaction time, the greater the size of melt pool and

weld depth. Although the rate of increase of depth with increasing interaction

time is greater than with increasing power density, but the power density is also

important. A certain minimum power density is required to achieve melting.

Therefore, any change of interaction time at low power density will have no

effect on the weld geometry.

The weld profile in conduction regime is controlled by the energy density, which

controls the energy flux and the surface temperature. This means that to

maintain a constant depth of penetration the laser power has to be quadrupled

when beam diameter increases by a factor of two. Beam diameter, on the other

hand, controls the size of domain over which heat is applied and hence the weld

width. Therefore, the weld width in conduction welding is proportional to the

beam diameter.

It was anticipated that the energy density could provide a simple

phenomenological model to control depth of penetration and weld profile with

variable beam diameters, similarly as the power factor in keyhole regime

(Suder, W.J. and Williams, S., 2014). However, as shown in Figure 5.6, at

longer interaction times (480 ms) the process is dependent on the beam

diameter. This can be attributed to the change of welding regime from

conduction to transition or keyhole. With increasing interaction time, the

workpiece is exposed to the laser radiation for a longer time, thereby increasing

the peak temperature. However, at a certain point, the boiling point of material

will be exceeded leading to a change of welding regime. This is shown in Figure

5-16 where all data from Figure 5.6 are plotted as a function of energy density.

In conduction regime, the process is independent of the beam diameter and all

curves merge but at a certain point the beam diameter starts influencing the

depth of penetration. At this point the transition regime commences where

vaporisation starts governing the process and the power density and specific

point energy become dominant (Assuncao, E. et al., 2012; Suder, W.J. and
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Williams, S.W., 2012). This suggests that depending on the processing regime

different parameters control weld profile.

Figure 5-16: Effect of energy density on the depth of penetration in different welding

regime and beam diameter

To investigate the effect of power density and interaction time (product is

energy density) ultimately a further experiment on a wider range of beam

diameters was carried out (Figure 5-8 to Figure 5-11). It turned out that the

material response is not only dependent on the welding regime but also in the

range of beam diameters. Even in pure conduction regime, the weld depth is

dependent on the beam diameter when beam is smaller than 2.90 mm (see

Figure 5-10). In this operating regime, the process is not only controlled by the

power density and interaction time but also by the beam diameter. This

suggests that the process is less efficient with small beams than with big beams

due to greater conduction losses. A certain amount of heat is dissipated for

lateral thermal conduction into the bulk material. All the heat conducted into the

workpiece but not contributing to the melting is considered as a loss. These
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losses are proportional to the contact surface between the melt pool and the

bulk solid material, as shown schematically in Figure 5-17. The size of this

surface is proportional to the size of the melt pool i.e. depth and width, which in

pure conduction welding should be proportional. The energy utilised for melting,

on the other hand, is proportional to the melt volume. At a certain point, below a

certain critical beam diameter, the conduction losses will be so high with respect

to the applied energy that no melting of material will occur, as shown in Figure

5-9 for beam diameter of 0.60 mm. This means that the ratio of energy

dissipated in the bulk material to the energy utilised for melting decreases with

increasing beam diameter. In Figure 5-17, the ratio of the surface area to the

melt volume measured from macrographs from Figure 5-9 is shown. The

process efficiency decreases rapidly when the ratio of the contact surface area

to melt volume of fusion zone is above beam diameter of 2.0 mm. This is the

main reason why the process is more efficient with larger beams.

Figure 5-17: Ratio of surface area to melt to volume measured from macrographs in

Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 (constant power density and interaction time)
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Relationship between the energy lost and energy utilised for melting was

calculated using an analytical solution of the heat equation, as described in the

Section 5.2.5 (Ashby and Easterling, 1984). The area of melting (T>1500°C)

and the area of conduction losses (1500>T>200°C) were estimated from a one-

dimensional temperature distribution (see Equation 15). The ratio of energy loss

to the energy utilised for melting for different beam diameters and processing

conditions from Figure 5-9 is shown in Figure 5-18. The data confirm the

hypothesis of a greater proportion of conduction losses for small beam

diameters. This implies that it may be difficult to achieve pure conduction welds

with small beams. Any attempt to increase the input energy to overcome these

losses is likely to result in vaporisation and keyhole regime. Therefore, the

change of processing regimes is more rapid with small beams.

Figure 5-18: Ratio of energy for melting to the energy for conduction losses calculated

based on the Equation 16
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This is also confirmed by the melting efficiency presented in Figure 5-13. The

melting efficiency is higher at shorter interaction times and bigger beam

diameters. At short interaction times, there is less time for heat to transfer inside

the material and losses are lower. Therefore, it is only possible to achieve

conduction welds at short interaction time with small beams. However, too short

interaction time does not provide enough energy for melting. Therefore initially

melting efficiency increases with increasing interaction time (Figure 5-13). The

effect of beam diameter on melting efficiency can also be explained by the ratio

of heat utilised for melting to conduction losses based on heat equation (Figure

5-18). The proportion of conduction losses decreases with increasing beam

diameter, therefore, melting efficiency is higher with bigger beams.

A maximum melting efficiency of 0.32 (Figure 5-13) was obtained in this study

for interaction time of 25 ms, which is close to the theoretical maximum melting

efficiency of 0.34 for conduction welds (Fuerschbach and Eisler, 1999;

Fuerschbach, 1996).
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Solid melting with small beam diameters (0.07-0.106

mm)

All results reported in Chapter 5 were focused on medium and large beam

diameters. This current chapter investigates the effect of interaction parameters

on melting of solid with beam diameters commonly used in powder bed

machines, that are beam diameters between 0.07 to 0.10 mm (see Tables 6-1

and 6-2). Some samples were produced in Welding Engineering and Laser

Processing Centre (WELPC), Cranfield University. Some samples were also

produced on a commercial powder bed machine at Renishaw.

6.1 Experimental procedure for small beam diameter

The first experiment was carried out with a fibre laser (JK500FL) with maximum

output power of 500 W. In this experiment, an enclosure was used with the

laser head located out of the enclosure. Argon gas was used to shield the

welding environment to prevent oxidation, which may affect the welds. The laser

head was focused to obtain a beam diameter of 0.10 mm (100 µm) with the

process set-up described in Section 4.2. The laser power and travel speed were

adjusted to a given beam diameter to achieve different levels of power density

and interaction time. The welding parameters for a power density of 3570

kW/cm2 are presented in Table 6-1. Additional power densities investigated

were 640 kW/cm2, 1150 kW/cm2, 1660 kW/cm2, 2160 kW/cm2, 2670 kW/ cm2

and 5350 kW/cm2.
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Table 6-1: Welding parameters used to investigate effect of interaction parameters on

weld geometry BD( beam diameter, P laser power and st -travel speed, dE –

energy density and it – interaction time)

)(mst i
)(WP )( 1mmst s )( 2kJmmEd

)(JESP

1
2
4
6
8

10

280

100.0
50.0
25.0
16.7
12.5
10.0

3.60
7.10

14.20
21.30
28.50
35.60

0.28
0.56
1.12
1.68
2.24
2.80

The second experiment conducted at Renishaw was carried out with a beam

diameter and point distance of 0.07 mm (70 µm). Laser powers of 180 W and

200 W were used. The travel speed was varied between 500 mm/s and 1800

mm/s. The details of the welding parameters investigated with a laser power of

180 W are presented in Table 6-2. The exposure time was used as the

interaction time.

Table 6-2: Welding parameters used in the powder bed machine for solid melting

(beam diameter of 0.07 mm and point distance is 0.07 mm)

)( sti  )( 2kWcmPd
)(WP )( 1mmst s

50
60
70
80
90

100
110
120
130
140

4680 180

1400
1170
1000
880
780
700
640
580
530
500
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6.2 Results

Shown in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 are some of the beads on plate welds

produced with a beam diameter of 0.10 mm. Figure 6-1 shows the welds

produced with increasing power density at constant interaction time. The power

density was increased from 1530 kW/cm2 to 2550 kW/cm2. Figure 6-2 shows

the welds produced with increasing interaction time at constant power density.

In this case, the interaction time used ranged between 1 ms to 2 ms. Note that

compared to large beam diameters presented in Chapter 5 here power density

was higher and interaction time shorter. This was required to minimise

conduction losses and increase the rate of energy input in order to achieve

melting. The macrographs indicate that both power density and interaction time

have effect on the depth of penetration and weld width. Figure 6-1 shows that

by nearly doubling the power density at constant interaction time, the depth of

penetration increases by nearly 100% and weld width by 50%. The results in

Figure 6-2 show that depth of penetration and weld width also increase with

interaction time. That is, increasing interaction time from 1.0 ms to 2.0 ms at a

power density of 2040 kW/cm2 increased both depth of penetration and weld

width by approximately 20%, as shown in Figure 6-2. Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4

show the detail of the bead-on-plate welds produced. Only the welds that

exhibited conduction profile are presented in Figures 6-5 to Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-1: Macrographs of conduction welds produced with a beam diameter of 0.10

mm and interaction time of 1.25 ms at power densities of a) 1530 kW/cm2 and b) 2550

kW/cm2

Figure 6-2: Macrographs of conduction welds produced with a beam diameter of 0.10

mm and power density of 2040 kW/cm2 at interaction times of a) 1 ms and b) 2 ms

a) b)

a) b)

51µm
31µm

127µm
174µm

40µm 51µm

150µm
140µm
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Power density
(kW/cm

2
)

Interaction time (ms)

1 2 4 6 8 10
640

1150

1660

2160

Figure 6-3: Macrographs of the bead on plate welds with different combination of interaction times and power densities (the same

macrograph is on page 136)
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Power density
(kW/cm

2
)

Interaction time (ms)

1 2 4 6 8
2670

3570

5350

Figure 6-4: Macrographs of the bead-on-plate welds in solid steel produced with different combination of interaction parameters (the

same macrograph is on page 137)
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Figure 6-5 to Figure 6-8 show the dependence of depth of penetration and weld

width on power density and interaction time. The depth of penetration and weld

width increased with increasing power density, as shown in Figure 6-5 and

Figure 6-7 respectively. A small increase of depth of penetration and weld width

can be seen with increasing interaction time, as shown in Figure 6-6 and Figure

6-8. Interesting to notice is the fact that the weld width increases rapidly above

1150 kW/cm2 power density (Figure 6-7) and 2 ms interaction time (Figure 6-8).

The weld width in those cases is much wider that the beam diameter on the

workpiece. Figure 6-9 shows the relationship between the aspect ratio and the

energy density for the build-on-plate welds produced with beam diameter of

0.10 mm. The build-on-plate welds produced spread across the three welding

regimes of conduction, transition and keyhole with most welds in conduction

regime.

Figure 6-5: Effect of power density on the depth of penetration for different interaction

times
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Figure 6-6: Effect of interaction time on depth of penetration for different power

densities

Figure 6-7: Effect of power density on weld width for different interaction times
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Figure 6-8: Effect of interaction time on weld width for different power densities

Figure 6-9: Aspect ratio (depth/width) as a function energy density with a beam

diameter of 0.10 mm
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Figures 6-10 shows the macrographs of samples produced using a commercial

powder bed with a beam diameter of 0.07 mm for different power densities and

interaction times. The macrographs indicate that the smaller the beam diameter,

the more it is difficult to achieve conduction welds. In addition, the smaller the

beam diameter becomes, the higher the power density is required to achieve

melting. There is a narrow window of optimum interaction time for conduction

welds. If the interaction time is too short no melting is achieved, then at 50 µs

small conduction welds appeared, but further increase of interaction time

resulted in vaporisation and keyhole regime. This is indicated in the plot of

aspect ratio (depth/width) as a function of energy density in Figure 6-11. The

figure indicates that most of the welds are in keyhole regime with the aspect

ratio exceeding 0.6 (Assuncao, E. et al., 2012). The remainder are in transition

regime of 0.4 to 0.6. The threshold values for keyhole and conduction were

determined based on the ratio of depth of penetration to weld width.

Interaction
time (µs)

Power density of 5200 kW/cm
2

Power density of 4680 kW/m
2

50

100

140

Figure 6-10: Macrographs of bead-on-plate welds produced with a beam diameter and

point distance of 0.07 mm for different power densities and interaction times
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Figure 6-11: Aspect ratio (depth/width) as a function energy density with a beam

diameter of 0.07 mm

The depth of penetration and weld width increased linearly with increasing

interaction time at constant power density, as shown in Figure 6-12 and Figure

6-13 respectively. Note that the interaction time used were much shorter

compared to the results presented in Figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-12: Dependence of depth of penetration on interaction time at constant power

density

Figure 6-13: Dependence of weld width on interaction time at constant power density
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Figure 6-14 shows bead on plate welds produced with energy density of 4.0

kJ/cm2 and beam diameters of 0.10 mm. Pure conduction welds were achieved

with this energy density comparison to those in Figure 6-10.

Figure 6-14: Bead-on-plate welds of conduction profile with an energy density of 4.1

kJ/cm2 for (a) power density of 2040 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 2.0 ms and (b)

3000 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 1.40 ms

6.3 Discussion

In Section 5.3 of Chapter 5, it was observed that for large beam diameters, the

depth of penetration was controlled by interaction time and power density and

was independent of the energy. However, below a certain beam diameter, the

depth of penetration started to decrease with decreasing beam diameter at

constant power density and interaction time due to high conduction losses (see

Figure 5-9). This means that at a certain small beam diameter, it is not possible

to achieve melting of material with such a combination of interaction

parameters. Note that in that case it was not possible to achieve melting with a

beam diameter of 0.60 mm (Figure 5-9 in Section 5-3). However, in contrast to

this in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 there are pure conduction welds produced with

a beam diameter of 0.10 mm. The welds were produced with a similar level of

energy density, but for much high power density and shorter interaction time, as

shown in Figure 6-15.

a) b)

51µm

150µm 210µm

61µm
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Bead-on-plate welds produced at a constant energy density of 4.0 kJ/cm2 with bigger

beams. Note: Figure 5-9 of Section 5-3

Figure 6-15: Bead-on-plate welds produced at constant energy density of 4.0 kJ/cm2

(small beams)

This suggests that selection of parameters for conduction welding is very

sensitive to the size of the beams. It was shown, based on an analytical solution

of the heat equation, in Chapter 5 that the ratio of energy utilised for melting to

the energy dissipated to the bulk material decreases with decreasing beam

diameter. This means that conduction losses take a very significant proportion

of laser energy when using small beam diameters. In order to achieve melting

and reduce conduction losses with small beam diameters, the interaction time

has to be reduced to a minimum. As shown in Figure 6-15, shorter interaction

time resulted in less conduction losses, which led to a good conduction weld,

even with this small beam diameter. However, to provide enough energy at this

short interaction time a relatively high power density was required. In powder

bed with a beam diameter of 0.07 mm even more extreme conditions were
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needed to achieve conduction weld (Figure 6-10). However, at these high

power densities and short interaction times, there is a greater risk of exceeding

vaporisation and switching to keyhole regime. In fact, the threshold power

density for melting and vaporisation is higher for small beam diameters and

short interaction times, as reported by (Assuncao, E. et al., 2012), but the

transition between conduction and keyhole is much narrower, as compared to

big beams. This means that difficulty of achieving steady state conduction welds

increases with decreasing beam diameter and in practice either no melting or a

sudden keyhole occurs (Fuerschbach and Eisler, 1999).

As observed in Figure 6-5, Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-11, the interaction

parameters that control depth of penetration for small beam diameters are

power density and interaction time. Similarly, the weld width depends on the

power density and interaction time as suggested in Figure 6-7, Figure 6-8 and

Figure 6-13. However, for small beam diameters, the power density has a

greater effect on the weld bead profile unlike in large beam diameters where the

effect of interaction time was more significant. Normal conduction welds are

time dependent, which is attributed to the time required for the heat to conduct

from the laser-interaction point to the inner regions of the material. Conduction

heat transfer is relatively slower compared to vaporisation or convection heat

flow. However, the high conduction losses with small beam diameters make the

process response differently. In this case, an increase of interaction time results

in a simultaneous increase of energy input and conduction losses, hence the

change of the weld profile is low. The only way to increase the absorbed energy

in the material and to create more melting is by increasing power density, that is

the rate of energy input. Therefore, depth of penetration is more responsive to

variation of power density than interaction time for small beam diameters.

The weld width for large beam diameters was proportional to the size of beam

diameter on the surface of workpiece. However, the results of the smaller beam

diameters indicate that the weld width can be greater than the beam diameter.

Also, in this case the weld width is very dependent on the interaction time (see

Figure 6-3), unlike for big beams. Small beam diameters behave like a point
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source profile where the weld width becomes wider than the beam diameter

compared to the medium or large beam diameters, which can be approximated

by a disc source. This is likely to be attributed to strong heat loss through the

thickness, which promotes lateral expansion of fusion zone with increasing

energy density, or by a rapid melt flow.

Shown in the analysis of the aspect ratio of the bead on plate welds achieved

on a commercial powder bed indicated that most of them were in transition and

keyhole regime, as presented in Figure 6-11. In keyhole regime, the increase of

depth of penetration is greater than weld width, hence the aspect ratio greater

than 0.6. In pure conduction regime, the rate of increasing depth of penetration

and weld width is equal, but for small beam diameters and short interaction

times, the conduction window is narrow.
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Relationship between energy distribution and weld7

bead geometry

The size of the projected beam on the workpiece and the energy distribution

profile defines the response of the material to the applied laser heat. The use of

galvo-scanners to manipulate laser beam across the working envelope is the

most popular choice in powder bed technology. This is due to fast scanning

requirement of the process. However, one of the downsides of galvo-scanners

is a distortion of the projected laser spot, which varies continuously during the

processing. Consequently, the quality of deposited beads and the process

efficiency cannot be uniform due to change in beam shape that affects the

interaction parameters. Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to examine the

influence of a change in shape of the projected beam and its energy distribution

on the weld bead profile of conduction welds.

7.1 Beam profiles

7.1.1 Laser beam distortion with galvo-scanner due to the slide angle

Galvo-scanner utilise mirrors to deflect the beam, which changes shape of the

projected spot on the workpiece, as shown in Figure 7-1. Random changes in

the beam shape can induce different interaction parameters i.e. power density,

interaction time and specific point energy. This will result in different melting

characteristics of the build profiles. It is anticipated that an increase of the beam

inclination by 45o can cause a decrease in the power density by 30% and an

increase of interaction time by 40% due to elongation of the beam, despite

constant travel speed and laser power. This happens as the beam changes

from usual circular shape to an elliptical shape, with a greater surface area.
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Figure 7-1: Schematic representation of the effect of the incident angle on the

projected spot size

From Figure 7-1, if “a” is the original beam diameter for an undistorted beam

and “b” the beam diameter for the distorted beam (45o inclination angle)

mmab 2 (18)

From Equation 1, the power density dP for circular beam of diameter “a” mm is

given by

21 4
a

P
Pd


 (19)

For a beam of ellipse configuration of radii x and y where xa 2 and yb 2

power density is given by

22

2
2

a

P
Pd


 (20)

2:2: 21 dd PP (21)
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From Equation 2, the interaction time )( it for beam of diameter a mm is given by

st

a
t 1 (22)

Similarly for beam of diameter b mm

st
at

2
2  (23)

2:1: 21 tt (24)

7.2 Experimental procedure

7.2.1 Effect of shape of projected laser beam on weld bead profile

This experiment examined the effect of beam distortion and welding direction on

the weld bead geometry in conduction welding. The laser beam at the

workpiece was elongated by applying a tilting angle of 45° to the laser head.

This was then compared with a reference sample achieved with a circular

beam. The welding parameters and the change to the corresponding interaction

parameters are given in Table 7-1. The interaction parameters of power density

and interaction time were calculated according to Equations 19 and 20. Note

that in the case of reference sample a small tilt of 5º was applied to prevent the

laser head from back reflection.

Table 7-1: Variation of fundamental laser material interaction parameters caused by

inclination of the beam at constant laser power and travel speed

Degree of

distortion

(º)

Beam

diameter

(mm)

Elongated

length (mm)

Spot

area

(mm
2
)

Power

density

(kW/cm
2
)

Interaction

time

(ms)

Energy

density

(kJ/cm
2
)

5 1.37 1.37 1.47 61.00 120.0 7.32

45 1.37 1.94 2.10 43.30 170.0 7.36

45 1.37 1.37 2.10 43.30 120.0 5.20
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7.2.2 Effect of spatial energy distribution on weld geometry

In this experiment, welding cases with out-of-focus conditions were compared

with welds achieved at the focal point for the same nominal beam diameters.

Laser beams with diameters of 1.70 mm and 2.35 mm used in focal points were

applied to produce a series of bead on plate welds. Then, these reference

welds were compared with a set of welds achieved using 250 mm focusing lens

but defocused in such a way to obtain the same beam diameters of 1.70 mm

and 2.35 mm. For both cases, the same laser power was applied to obtain

power density of 17. 8 kW/cm2 and 33.1 kW/cm2 for beam of diameters 1.70

mm 2.35 mm respectively. The change of focal distance resulted in a change of

power density distribution from the flat top-hat to a pseudo-Gaussian. This

enabled comparison between the welds achieved with the same nominal beam

diameters but different power density distributions. The details are shown in

Table 7-2.

Table 7-2: Beam properties of different optical set-ups

Focusing

lens

(mm)

Focusing

distance

(mm)

Beam

diameter

(mm)

Rayleigh

length

(mm)

Laser

power

(kW)

Peak

intensity

(kW/cm
2
)

250 Defocused by

20

1.70 6.45 1.45 171.3

250 Defocused by

28

2.40 6.07 0.80 44.0

680 Focused 1.70 37.48 1.45 94.19

1000 Focused 2.40 91.84 0.80 26.40
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 Effect of laser beam distortion on weld bead profile

In the first experiment, the laser beam was inclined by 45° and the resulting

welds were compared with the reference with a marginal inclination of 5º. Figure

7-2 shows the macrograph of the control sample (reference). Figure 7-3 shows

the macrographs of the bead-on-plate welds produced at higher inclination

angle for different welding directions. The weld shapes, depth of penetration

and the weld width change with the inclination angle and welding direction,

despite the same welding parameters. Distortion of the projected beam

elongates in one direction, which changes the power density and energy

distribution.

Depth = 0.73 mm, width = 1.76 mm and area = 0.77 mm2

Figure 7-2: Control sample
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Figure 7-3: Macrographs of bead-on-plate welds produced at an inclination of 45o,

laser power of 0.9 kW, travel speed of 0.69 m/min and beam diameter of 1.40 mm

(Note: the light blue line indicates the welding direction, the royal blue circle is the

elongated beam and red circle is the original beam)

The depth of penetration is higher for the welds produced with the elongation in

the welding direction (direction 1), as compared to the transverse inclination to

the welding direction (direction 2). The effect of beam elongation on weld bead

profile is more complicated when welding direction is changing. The welds

produced with the elongated beam in the welding direction exhibited narrower

weld widths compared to the welds with the beam elongated in the transverse

direction to the welding direction (direction 2). Therefore, the ratio of depth of

penetration to the weld width varies depending on the inclination angle and
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welding direction. The aspect ratio of the of control sample and with the

elongated beam towards the welding direction exhibited higher aspect ratio

compared to welds produced with beam elongated in the transverse direction.

The shape of the control sample is more symmetrical, as compared to the

distorted beams for the same laser power and travel speed.

7.3.2 Effect of energy distribution on weld beam profile

In this experiment, focused and defocused beams were compared for the same

nominal beam diameters. The macrographs for the beam diameter of 2.35 mm

are in Figure 7-4. A significant difference in the weld profiles can be seen. This

is confirmed in Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6. For both cases, a greater penetration

was achieved with defocused beams, as compared to the focused ones. A

difference in penetration up to 12% is shown for the beam diameter of 1.70 mm,

and even greater difference of 24% for the beam of 2.35 mm. This can be

attributed to the difference in the distribution of power density between focused

and defocused beams. As shown in Figure 7-6, there is no significant

difference in the weld width between defocused and focused beams at the weld

surface. The melt area depends on the beam shapes. The defocused beam has

higher melt area than the focused beam, as shown in Figure 7-7.
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Figure 7-4: Macrographs of bead-on-plate welds produced with focused and

defocused beams for the same nominal beam diameter at constant power density of

17.8 kW/cm2 and different interaction times
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Figure 7-5: Depth of penetration with focused and defocused beams for the

same nominal beam diameter: a) 1.70 mm and b) 2.35 mm

Figure 7-6: Weld width with focused and defocused beams for the same

nominal beam diameter a) 1.70 mm and b) 2.35 mm
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Figure 7-7: weld width with focused and defocused beams for the same nominal beam

diameter a) 1.70 mm and b) 2.35 mm

7.4 Discussion

To melt a workpiece, a certain amount of energy is required. The weld bead in a

particular material with certain thermophysical properties is a response of the

material to a particular thermal cycle, which is determined by the spatial and

temporal energy distribution of the heat source. The effect of changing the spot

shape was investigated. The intention was to simulate distortion of a laser beam

by a galvo-scanner, and its influence on the weld profile. In Figure 7-3, it was

observed that the depth of penetration and weld width varied with the inclination

angle and welding direction when using constant laser power and travel speed,

due to change in beam shape.

The results indicate that the depth of penetration and weld width of the control

sample is similar to the welds produced in the elongated beam towards a

welding direction, as shown in Table 7-3. A change of the beam shape on the

workpiece has a profound effect on the fundamental interaction parameters,

which all depend on the beam diameter. Travelling in the elongation direction at
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constant laser power and travel speed resulted in a drop of the power density

and an increase of the interaction time and specific point energy. However, as

shown in Table 7-3, these two offsetting effects led to the same energy density,

and therefore the weld profiles between the reference sample and the

elongated in welding direction are similar, in terms of depth and width. In

contrast, travelling across the elongation direction produced wider and

shallower welds, as compared to the reference sample (see Figure 7-3). In this

case, the power density dropped and the interaction time and specific point

energy were the same. The weld width increased due to widening effect of the

beam diameter, which was compensated by the drop of penetration. The depth

of penetration decreased in the transverse direction because of the drop in

power density at constant interaction time (Table 7-3) leading to a lower energy

density. In Chapter 5.0 (see Section 5.3.2), it was shown that the energy density

controls depth of penetration and the beam width controls the fusion zone width.

Therefore, any change to the energy density and beam width will be reflected

on the weld profile.

Table 7-3: Effect of beam inclination angle on fundamental interaction parameters and

weld profile

Degree of

distortion

(º)

Beam

length

(mm)

Beam

width

(mm)

SP

Energy

(J)

Power

density

(kW/cm
2
)

Int

time

(ms)

Energy

density

(kJ/cm
2
)

Weld

depth

(mm)

Bead

width

(mm)

5 1.37 1.37 108 61.00 120.0 7.32 0.73 1.76

45 1.94 1.37 155 43.30 170.0 7.36 0.72 1.77

45 1.37 1.97 109 43.30 120.0 5.20 0.60 2.45

This is consistent with a previous study done by Tang et al (Tang et al., 2004).

They examined the accuracy of building a part during prototyping by direct laser

sintering system. Different sources of errors were identified. The most

significant cause of error was the variation of laser spot shape across the
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workpiece by the laser scanner. Therefore, compensation parameters by the

software were developed to correct for the errors resulting from distortion of

galvo-scanner and theta lens. The build parts fabricated with and without

compensation factor were compared. The galvo-scanner with a standard F-

theta lens caused significant deviation of the part dimensions ranged from 2 to

21% compared to the actual dimension. However, with the compensation

procedure, the deviation was 0.1 to 5.5 %. The laser spot size used in the

experiment was 0.60 mm. This suggests that despite the use of an F-theta lens,

the effect of distortion is very significant, which could be more evident with large

beam diameters.

This shows that in powder beds with galvo-scanners the fusion characteristics

may continuously change when laser beam is moved across the workpiece, if

no compensation procedure is applied. The simulation of beam distortion in this

work caused a deviation of 21 % in depth of penetration and 43 % in weld width.

Although in standard powder beds beam diameters used are much smaller than

in this case (1.70 mm) and the effect may not be as great in this case, but the

relative difference in change of weld profile should be the same. The problem

should be greater when building bigger powder bed machines, which will

require galvo-scanners with longer focal length optics.

Use of the system parameters, such as laser power and travel speed to

characterise the weld bead profile in welding is inadequate due to the effect of

beam diameter. In this study, it was found that the weld bead profile is

dependent on the beam shape, and power density distribution. It was shown in

Figure 7-4 that the spatial distribution of energy affects the weld profile even for

the same energy applied. Focused beams, in this case, had a top-hat power

density distribution and defocused beams exhibited a pseudo-Gaussian profile.

The pseudo-Gaussian beam resulted in higher peak intensity at the centre

point, with gradually decreasing intensity towards the circumference of the laser

spot. The top-hat intensity distribution profiles, on the other hand, resulted in a

more homogenous distribution of energy across the surface of laser spot,

leading to more homogenous temperature profiles. Thus, all welds achieved
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with defocused beams exhibited a higher depth of penetration and melt area

(Figures 7-5 and 7-7) with no significant difference in weld width (Figure 7-6),

than the welds achieved with a focused beam.

The temperature reached in the melt pool is a function of absorbed power

density. The pseudo-Gaussian beam profile in the defocused case resulted in a

higher temperature in the centre of melt pool due to higher peak intensity and

greater temperature gradient, as compared to the focused beam case (Figure 7-

5). This high temperature gradient can induce strong convection and even

initiate evaporation, which leads to an increase of depth of penetration.

However, more uniform power density of the of the top-hat beam led to more

uniform weld profiles. With smaller beams, the difference in temperature

gradients is less significant. Therefore, the difference in weld profiles was

smaller for the beam diameter of 1.70 mm (Figure 7-5) than for 2.40 mm. It was

shown that in keyhole welding that involves high power density and smaller

beam diameters, the effect of beam shapes on depth of penetration is less

significant (Kaplan, 2011; Volpp, 2012). This was attributed to the fact that the

central region of the beam does not play important role in material interaction. In

keyhole welding or conduction welding with smaller beam diameters, the

temperature gradients are lower and the melt flow plays an important role in

homogenising temperature distribution. This suggests that in powder bed

additive manufacturing with small beams the intensity profile, i.e. top-hat or

Gaussian may play a secondary role in the formation of bead profile.
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Comparison between solid and powder melting8

In this study, powder melting is compared with solid melting for different beam

diameters. The interaction parameters investigated in solid melting in Chapters

5.0 and 6.0 were applied in powder melting for the comparison. This is to

understand the fusion characteristics of powder of different bulk properties and

solid material of homogeneous particle sizes. The first part of this chapter

investigates the interaction parameters that control the build profile in powder

melting. The second part compares the melting characteristics between powder

and solid. The overall objectives of this chapter are:

 To compare the weld bead profile (depth of penetration, weld width and

melt area) of solid melting with the build layer (build height, build width

and build area) of powder melting;

 To identify welding regime in powder bed additive manufacturing

The fundamental laser material interaction parameters used in this chapter are

power density and interaction time. Section 3.3 of Chapter 3.0 (see pages 19

and 20) discussed the details of these interaction parameters.

8.1 Research approach

In Chapter 5.0, the effect of interaction parameters and beam diameter on the

weld bead profile was investigated in S275 low carbon steel. The investigation

was carried out with a wide range of beam diameters. The first group consisted

of large beams of 4.0 mm to 6.0 mm. A similar approach used in Chapter 5.0

was adopted for the powder melting in this chapter. The same beam diameter

and interaction parameters were used. The details of the experimental set-up

including the powder properties are given in Chapter 4.0.

In the second group of experiments, solid and powder melting with small and

large beam diameters will be compared. This is to understand the fusion

characteristics of powder of different bulk properties and solid material of

homogeneous particle sizes. Experiments conducted with small and large beam
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diameters in Chapters 5.0 and 6.0 are compared to the powder melting of this

chapter. The layer thickness will serve as the substrate. The depth of

penetration, weld width and melt area of solid melting will be compared to build

height, build width and build area of powder melting in that order. Shown in

Figure 4-7 of Chapter 4.0 (see page 58) are the forms of the bead profiles to be

compared for solid and powder melting.

8.2 Experiments conducted in powder melting with different

range of beam diameters

8.2.1 Large beam diameters

In solid melting to achieve power densities of 25.5 kW/cm2 and 28 kW/cm2, the

laser power was adjusted to the spot size projected on the workpiece according

to Equation 1. Similarly, to achieve interaction times between 60 ms and 480

ms, travel speed was varied with the beam diameter according to Equation 2

(see Section 5.2.2). The same conditions of interaction parameters with these

beam diameters were obtained for powder melting. In this experiment, beam

diameters of 4.0 mm and 5.0 mm and groove thicknesses of 0.50 mm and 1.00

mm were used. The groves were filled with powder, which was then fused with

the laser energy, as shown in Figure 4-7. Therefore, the groove depths serve as

the layer thicknesses in powder melting.

8.2.2 Small beam diameter

In a powder bed machine, it is common practice to use small beam diameters.

In this section, the melting behaviour of solid and powder material is compared

with a beam diameter of 0.10 mm, which is comparable to the conditions used

in commercial powder bed machines (Buchbinder et al., 2011). The experiment

was conducted to compare the bead-on-plate profile in solid melting with build

layer profile in powder melting to consolidate further the understanding of

powder fusion with the smaller beam.
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The power density was varied by changing the laser power at constant beam

diameter. Different interaction times were obtained by varying the travel speed

from 10 mm/s to 130 mm/s according to Equation 2. Similar conditions used in

solid melting were replicated in powder melting, including shielding gas, optical

set-up and welding enclosure, as described in Section 6.1.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 The parameters controlling build profile in powder melting

8.3.1.1 Effect of interaction parameters on the build profile

Effect of interaction time on the build profile at constant power density

In Section 8.2.1, experiments were conducted to investigate the effect of

interaction parameters on build profile for large beam diameters. Table 8-1

shows the details of the welding parameters and interaction parameters used.

Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2 show the effect of interaction time on the build height

and build width at constant power density. In the experiment, layer thicknesses

of 0.50 mm and 1.00 mm were used. Figure 8-1a and Figure 8-2a consisted of

additional experimental data points to better understand the trend of the results.

In Figure 8-1a & b and Figure 8-2a & b, there was no fusion for interaction time

of 60 ms. Therefore, these points have been omitted. It can be seen in Figure 8-

1 that the build height shows no significant difference from the layer thickness at

constant beam diameter and power density. This means that the build height is

less dependent on the interaction time.
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Table 8-1: Parameters used to compare bead profile in solid melting with build layer

profile in powder melting at power density of 25.5 kW/cm2

� � ( � � ) � (� � ) � � (mm/s) � � (� � )

4.00 2.56

66.00

33.20

16.67

8.33

60

120

240

480

5.00 4.00

83.33

41.70

20.80

10.40

60

120

240

480

6.00 5.76

99.50

49.80

25.00

12.50

60

120

240

480
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Figure 8-1: Effect of interaction time on the build height at constant power density of a)

20.4 kW/cm2 b) 25.5 kW/cm2 and c) 28 kW/cm2

Figure 8-2 shows that the build width increases significantly with increasing

interaction time. Similar to solid melting (see Figure 5-11 in page 74) with large

beam diameters, the build widths in powder melting also saturates when the

width approached the beam diameter.
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Figure 8-2: Effect of interaction time on the build width at constant power density of a)

20.4 kW/cm2, b) 25.5 kW/cm2 and b) 28 kW/cm2

Figure 8-3 shows the macrographs of build layers produced at constant power

density and layer thickness. The dilution is increased by 0.70 mm into the

substrate due to an increase of interaction time for the condition shown.
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Figure 8-3: The effect of interaction time on the build height and width at constant

beam diameter of 4.0 mm, power density of 28 kW/cm2 and layer thickness of 1.0 mm;

a) 120 ms (3.4 kJ/cm2) and b) 240 ms (6.7 kJ/cm2)

Influence of power density on build profile at constant interaction time

Figure 8-4 and Figure 8-5 show the effect of power density on the build height

and width respectively, for large beam diameters. Figure 8-4 indicates that the

effect of power density on the build height is insignificant for all levels of the

interaction times investigated in this work. Unlike in solid melting where for large

beam diameters the weld width was almost constant despite increasing power

density. In powder, the power density affects the build width, as shown in Figure

8-5.
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Figure 8-4: Effect of power density on the build height at constant interaction time

Figure 8-5: Effect of power density on the build width at constant interaction time for

different beam diameters

8.3.1.2 Influence of layer thickness on build profile

Previous results have shown that the effect of power density and interaction

time is less significant on the build height. Figure 8-6 shows the macrographs of

built layers at energy density of 3.4 kJ/cm2(28 kW/cm2 and 120 ms) when the

layer thickness is increased. The macrographs show good bonding between the

deposited layer and the substrate. This figure indicates that at constant energy

density the build height increases with increasing layer thickness from 0.5 mm

to 1.0 mm by a factor of two, but at the same time the dilution of powder into the
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substrate significantly decreased. The dilution depth in the powder of layer

thickness 0.50 mm is 0.10 mm. The build width shows no significant difference

with increasing layer thickness. The similarity in the build width is also visible in

the top view of the build profiles shown in Figure 8-6. In addition, the aspect

ratio of the build profile increased by a factor of two.

Figure 8-6: Effect of powder layer thickness on the build profile at constant energy

density of 3.4 kJ/cm2 and beam diameter of 5.0 mm; a) 0.50 mm and b) 1.00 mm

8.3.1.3 Beam diameter

Section 8.2.1 also examined the effect of beam diameter on build profile. This

enables identification of parameters that control build height in powder melting.

Figure 8-7 shows the effect of beam diameter on the build height and width at

constant energy density and layer thickness. The layer thickness used was 1.00

mm. When the beam diameter was increased from 4.00 mm to 5.00 mm, no

significant effect on the build height was seen at this energy density. The same

trend was observed for a layer thickness of 0.50 mm. The dilution in the

substrate is similar. However, the build width increased with increasing beam

diameter and thus the build area, as shown in Figure 8-7 for a powder thickness
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of 1.00 mm. Thus, the aspect ratio of the build profile decreases with increasing

beam diameter.

Figure 8-7: Effect of beam diameter of a) 4.00 mm and b) 5.00 mm on track profile in

powder melting with energy density of 6.7 kJ/cm2 (28 kW/cm2 and 240 ms) and layer

thickness of 1.0 mm

8.3.2 Comparison of weld profile between solid and powder

melting with large beam diameters

One of the objectives of this study was to compare the melting behaviour of

homogeneous solid material and powder particles of non-homogeneous

distribution. Results of experiments conducted in Chapter 5.0 for solid melting

and powder melting of this chapter were used for the comparison. In Figure 8-8,

the bead profile of a weld in a solid material is compared with the profile of a

fused track in powder for a constant energy density and beam diameter. It can

be seen that in solid melting, a depth of penetration of 0.74 mm was achieved,

but in powder melting a powder layer thickness of 1.17 mm could be fused to

the substrate for the same laser parameters. Figure 8-9 also confirmed such a

trend. For the same energy density, the build height is slightly higher than the

depth of penetration.
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Figure 8-8: Comparison of the depth of penetration with build height at a constant

energy density of 3.4 kJ/cm2 (28 kW/cm2 and 120 ms) and beam diameter of 5.00 mm

for a) solid melting and b) powder melting

Figure 8-9: Comparison of the depth of penetration with build height at a constant

energy density and layer thickness for beam diameters of a) 4.0 mm and b) 5.0 mm

(Note: green lines are penetration in solid melting)

Figure 8-10 shows the comparison of weld and build widths. In the previous

figures also, the comparison between solid and powder was shown. The weld

width is the same as the build width. Figure 8-11 also confirmed the trend for a

wider range of parameters. The weld width is slightly higher than the build width

at lower energy density for both beam diameters. However, at higher energy
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density, there is no significant difference in the weld width and build width, as

shown in Figures 8-11.

Figure 8-10: Comparison of weld width with build width produced with energy density

of 6.7 kJ/cm2 (28 kW/cm2 and 240 ms) and beam diameter of 5.00 mm a) solid melting

and b) powder melting

Figure 8-11: Comparison of weld width in solid melting with build width in powder

melting produced with different beam diameters of a) 4.0 mm and b) 5.0 mm
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8.3.1 Comparison of weld profile in solid and powder

melting for small beam diameters

This section shows the results of solid and powder melting produced with beam

diameters of 0.10 mm. Table 8-2 shows the welding parameters and

corresponding interaction parameters investigated. Figures 8-12 and 8-13 show

the macrographs of the build layers produced with the interaction parameters

investigated.

Table 8-2: Parameters used to compare solid and powder melting with beam diameter

0.10 mm and power density of 640 kW/cm2

� �
(� � )

� �
(� � � � � )

� �
(kJ/cm

2
)

1
2
4
6
8

10

100.0
50.0
25.0
16.7
12.5
10.0

0.60
1.30
2.50
3.80
5.10
6.40

There are four main regions of the build layers. The first region is where there is

no melting but heating of the powder. This occurs at a low power density of 640

kW/cm2 and a short interaction time of 1.0 ms. In the second region, there is a

melting of the powder layer, however, due to insufficient heating the wetting of

the molten powder with the substrate is inadequate and the deposited bead

attains a ball shape due to strong surface tension. In the third region, there is a

significant melting of the powder layer deposited. The built layers produced form

a circular cross section with little wetting between the built layer and the

substrate. The portion of the build width fused into the substrate is smaller than

the diameter of the deposits. The build height and the width of the deposits are

greater than the layer thickness. The fourth region is where there a complete

melting of powder and smooth deposits. In this region, the power density used

was between 1660 kW/cm2 to 5350 kW/cm2. The track profile also depends on
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the interaction times. The build profile gets more stable when interaction time is

increasing. Table 8-3 shows a summary of the four regions. In this table, a

region where stable build profile was obtained is marked in yellow.
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Power density
(kW/cm

2
)

Interaction time (ms)

1 2 4 6 8 10
640 No melting

1150

1660

2160

Figure 8-12: Macrographs of built layers produced with layer thickness of 200 µm and different combination of interaction parameters
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Power
density
(kW/cm

2
)

Interaction time (ms)

1 2 4 6 8 10

2670

3570

5350

Figure 8-13: Macrographs of built layers produced with layer thickness of 200 µm and different combination of interaction parameters
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Table 8-3: Process map of the built layer (powder melting) produced with different

combinations of interaction parameters (based on data from Figure 9-13). Key - N: No

melting (white colour), B: balling formation (sky blue colour), x: balling and discontinuity

(red colour) and +: smooth bead and melting (yellow colour)

Figures 8-14 and 8-15 show the macrographs of the bead-on-plate welds (solid

melting) produced with a beam diameter of 0.10 mm and interaction parameters

shown in Table 8-2. The welds exhibit conduction profiles when the power

density applied was equal to or less than 2.67 MW/cm2 with interaction time

less than 8 ms. The depth of penetration is shallow and weld width becomes

wider with increasing interaction time, as shown in Figures 8-14 and 8-15.

However, at higher power density, the weld of transition (mixed) and keyhole

regimes were obtained. There is a significant increase in the aspect ratio

(depth/width) of the welds beyond power density of 2.67 MW/cm2 and

interaction time 8 ms, as shown in Figure 8-16. The welds produced with power

density of 5350 kW/cm2 show characteristics of keyhole regime with an aspect

ratio greater than 0.6. Table 8-4 shows the summary of solid melting. The range
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of interaction parameters that enabled achievement of good fusion of powder

with the substrate spread across the conduction, transition (mixed) and keyhole

regimes, as shown in Table 8-3 and Table 8-4 (coloured yellow).
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Power density
(kW/cm

2
)

Interaction time (ms)

1 2 4 6 8 10
640

1150

1660

2160

Figure 8-14: Macrographs of the bead-on-plate welds in solid steel produced with different combination of interaction parameters (the

same macrographs is on page 93)
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Power density
(kW/cm

2
)

Interaction time (ms)

1 2 4 6 8
2670

3570

5350

Figure 8-15: Macrographs of the bead-on-plate welds in solid steel produced with different combination of interaction parameters (the

same macrographs is on page 94)
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Table 8-4: Process map of the bead-on-plate welds (solid melting) produced

with different combinations of interaction parameters (based on data from

Figures 8-14 and Figure 8-15). Key C: conduction weld (royal blue or yellow), T:

transition and keyhole welds (yellow)
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Figure 8-16: Dependence of aspect ratio of solid material on power density and

interaction time

Figure 8-17 to Figure 8-32 show comparison of selected bead-on-plate welds

and powder built layers. Some build layers in powder exhibit lack of fusion

between the layers and the substrate. Note that the powder layer thickness in

every case was much greater than the penetration depth in conduction welding

of the solid material. It can also be seen in the single layer deposited tracks that

the profile exhibits lacks of continuity and balling (Figure 8-18 and Figure 8-20)

due to insufficient energy for this thickness of powder layer. The macrographs

of the build layers with complete fusion are presented in Figure 8-23, Figure 8-

25, Figure 8-27, Figure 8-29 and Figure 8-31. The corresponding single track of

layers are presented in Figure 8-24, Figure 8-26, Figure 8-28, Figure 8-30 and

Figure 8-32. These figures indicate that the build layers are relatively smooth

and stable, because of greater energy input. Furthermore, the build height of

powder melting is significantly higher than the depth of penetration of

conduction welding of solid melting. The comparison of the build width and weld

width, on the other hand indicates that the profiles are equal only when the
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process is in steady state. Thus, the melt volume of the powder is higher than

the melt area of the substrate, which indicates better utilisation of laser energy

in powder melting than in conduction welding. Figure 8-29 and Figure 8-31

show beads of keyhole profile for solid melting and conduction profile for

powder melting. This indicates that build profile formed is largely dependent on

the interaction parameters and powder properties.

Figure 8-17: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 640 kW/cm2, interaction time of 10 ms and layer thickness

of 200 µm

Figure 8-18: Top view of deposited track for 200 µm powder layer thickness, power

density of 640 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 10 ms
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Figure 8-19: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 1150 kW/cm2, interaction time of 10 ms and layer

thickness of 200 µm

Figure 8-20: Top view of deposited track for 200 µm powder layer thickness, power

density of 1150 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 10 ms

Figure 8-21: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 1660 kW/cm2, interaction time of 4 ms and layer thickness

200 µm

Figure 8-22: Top view of deposited track for 200 µm powder layer thickness, power

density of 1660 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 4 ms
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Figure 8-23: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 2160 kW/cm2, interaction time of 4 ms and layer thickness

of 200 µm

Figure 8-24: Top view of deposited tracks for 200 µm powder layer thickness, power

density of 2160 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 4 ms

Figure 8-25: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 2670 kW/cm2, interaction time of 4 ms and layer thickness

of 200 µm

Figure 8-26: Top view of deposited tracks for 200 µm powder layer thickness, power

density of 2670 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 4 ms
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Figure 8-27: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 2670 kW/cm2, interaction time of 8 ms and layer thickness

of 200 µm

Figure 8-28: Top view of deposited tracks for 200 µm powder layer thickness, power

density of 2670 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 8 ms

Figure 8-29: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 5350 kW/cm2, interaction time of 2 ms and layer thickness

of 200 µm

Figure 8-30: Top view of deposited tracks for 200 µm powder layer thickness, power

density of 5350 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 2 ms
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Figure 8-31: Comparison of bead-on-plate weld with a single layer powder deposition

at constant power density of 5350 kW/cm2, interaction time of 8 ms and layer thickness

of 200 µm

Figure 8-32: Top view of fused 200 µm powder layer to the substrate at constant

power density of 5350 kW/cm2 and interaction time of 8 ms

Figure 8-33 shows the relationship between the aspect ratio (ratio build height

to build width) and energy density. The figure shows how build profiles can be

compared to the weld bead profile presented in Figure 6-9 (page 97). A good

build profile should exhibit an aspect ratio of 0.5. Figure 8-33 indicate that some

of build layers were partially formed with aspect ratio more than 0.6 due to

insufficient energy for the layer thickness of 0.20 mm. The build width was

measured at the substrate as shown in Figure 4-7 (page 55). Therefore, in

some cases, the aspect ratio was very high due to insufficient energy i.e. balling

effect. The stable beads of conduction and transition profiles correspond to

aspect ratio between 0.2 and 0.6 are also shown. When the energy is high for

the layer thickness, the build height significantly reduced with increasing build

width. Thus, the aspect ratio reduces as shown in Figure 8-33.
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Figure 8-33: Aspect ratio of powder melting as a function of energy density with a

beam diameter of 0.10 mm

Figure 8-34 and Figure 8-35 show the comparison between the solid and

powder melting bead areas. Figure 8-34 shows the dependence of bead areas

on the interaction time for constant power density. Figure 8-35 shows the

dependence of bead area on the power density at constant interaction time. The

build area of powder melting is quite higher than weld area of solid melting at

the same interaction parameters with conduction profile. However, for a typical

keyhole profile, the build area is less than weld area. In addition, power density

has higher effect on the bead profile than the interaction time.
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Figure 8-34: Comparison of weld area of solid melting with a build area of powder

melting at constant power density of 1660 and 2160 kW/cm2 and layer thickness of 200

µm

Figure 8-35: Comparison of weld area of solid melting with a build area of powder

deposition at constant interaction time of 8 ms and layer thickness of 200 µm
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8.4 Discussion

In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 of Chapter 5, it was shown that in solid melting, power

density and interaction time (product is energy density) control the depth of

penetration and interaction time and beam diameter controls the weld width. In

powder melting, the melting behaviour is different from that of solid melting in

some ways. The main parameter that controls the build height in powder

melting is the layer thickness. As expected, when the layer thickness doubled,

the build height also increased by a factor of two for the same energy applied,

when the energy was sufficient. A certain threshold energy density is required to

fuse a particular thickness of powder. Therefore, increasing the energy density

from 1.0 kJ/cm2 to 12.0 kJ/cm2 caused no significant difference in build height,

as shown in Figure 8-1, Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-4. When the thickness of

powder layer is greater than the energy required to fuse it completely to the

substrate, the molten pool solidifies rapidly and there is not enough time for

bonding with the substrate. Then build height formed is higher than layer

thickness because the surface tension pulls the liquid pool. The low

temperature of liquid in this regime results in strong surface tension, which

forces the liquid metal to reduce its surface energy by attaining circular shape

(Gusarov et al., 2009; Tolochko et al., 2004). Poor wetting and strong surface

tension due to the low temperature of the liquid is also responsible for the lack

of fusion between the powder particles and the substrate (Figure 8-35). This

behaviour depends on the powder size and layer thickness. Lack of fusion

occurs when the energy absorbed is not sufficient for wetting between the

powder particles and the substrate. At a higher energy density, the dilution

between melted powder and the substrate will reduce the layer height. In solid

melting, power density and interaction time together control the depth of

penetration whilst the layer thickness controls build height in powder melting. In

solid melting within the conduction regime, the effect of beam diameter on the

depth of penetration was less significant (see Figure 5-6 page 73). Similar

behaviour was noticed on build height in powder melting when the beam

diameter was increased at constant power density and interaction time. There is
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no significant influence of beam diameter on the build height, as shown in

Figure 8-7.

Figure 8-36: Examples of defects in powder melting a) humping formation b) lack of

fusion below minimum energy for fusion

Interaction time and beam diameter control the weld width profile in conduction

welding (see Figure 5-11 page 77) for solid melting with large beams. In powder

melting, the same parameters control the build width, as shown in Figure 8-2,

Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-7 for large beam diameters. Both the weld and build

widths reach saturation at the point where they approach the size of the beam

on the workpiece. In solid melting, depth of penetration is similar with different

beam diameters but the weld width varied by adjusting parameters in such a

way to maintain energy density constant. Powder melting behaves in a similar

way with large beams due to their welding regimes. In conduction regime, the

depth is similar but weld width varied for different beam diameters and constant

energy density (the product of power density and interaction time). This can

also be due to the energy required to fuse a given layer. Greater energy, which

is required to achieve melting with larger beam diameters, leads to a bigger

melt pool and longer solidification time. In that case, the melt flow has a

significant influence on bead profile. Therefore, when the applied energy density

is sufficient to fuse a given layer thickness, the build height is not sensitive to
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the beam diameter because of the effect of surface tension acting on the

deposited tracks.

Powder melting seems to be more efficient than solid melting when the same

interaction parameters are applied. Shown in Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9 is the

comparison between depths of penetration in solid melting and build heights in

powder melting for large beams. The build height is slightly higher than the

depth of penetration. Furthermore, the comparison of weld width with build

width was shown in Figure 8-10 and Figure 8-11 for a large beam. These

figures showed that the widths of both solid and powder are similar. These

suggest that melt area in powder is higher than weld area. The melt behaviour

with small beams was different from that of large beams. The build height in

powder was significantly higher than the depth of penetration in solids. The weld

and build widths were significantly wider than the beam diameter for both solid

and powders. The result shows that powder exhibited higher melt area than

solid material. This is evident in Figure 8-33 and Figure 8-34. This shows that in

conduction regime, powder melting is more efficient than solid melting. The

difference in melt area between solid material and powder material becomes

more significant for smaller beam diameters. Within the region of conduction

weld profiles in solid melting, powder melting is more efficient. However, in

keyhole or transition regime, solid melting exhibited a similar or higher melt area

(see Figure 8-34). Note however that the weld profiles for powder melting are

very variable due to surface tension effects, so the difference as shown in this

figure (especially the point at 3570 kW/cm2) may not be this large in reality.

The higher build area obtained in powder melting compared to the weld area in

solid melting is likely to be due to the difference in the energy utilised for melting

(i.e. as opposed to that lost due to reflection from the surface and that is lost to

heating the surrounding material). Both powder and solid substrate absorbed

energy whilst exposed to the laser beam. However, the extent of the energy

utilised for melting depends on the material properties: thermal diffusivity,

surface roughness, oxidation state etc. In powder melting, due to the higher

surface roughness of the powder, there are multiple reflections, which enhance
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the laser absorption in the powder. In addition, powder materials are

characterised with lower thermal diffusivity because of the presences of voids.

The large spaces between the powder particles lead to a very low effective

thermal conductivity. This means that the lateral thermal losses would be much

lower leading to higher energy utilisation and therefore melt area.

Furthermore, it is expected that there might be significant shrinkage of the build

profile due to the voids between the particles and their random arrangement.

The build height results obtained indicate that the build height is higher or the

same as the layer thickness for build layer of proper deposition when applied

energy is sufficient. However, molten metal shrinkage does not seem to affect

the build profile. The fact is that the low conduction losses in powder melting are

compensated for the low thermal diffusivity.

Within the interaction parameters investigated for the small beams, three

regimes of conduction, transition (mixed) and keyhole were observed in solid

melting. In the first regime, the welds exhibited less or semi-circle profile and

the second region consisted of welds of transition and keyhole profiles of

deeper penetration, as shown in Table 8-4. Powder melting consisted of four

regions. In the first region no melting but heating of the powder by the laser

energy occurs. In this region, there are no physical changes or bonding

between the adjacent powder particles. In the second region, there is a

significant melting. The agglomerated powder particles spheroidise because of

high surface tension. The size and shape formed depend on the applied energy

density. The third region consists of significant melting and clustering of the

powder particles. Smooth build achieved in the fourth region. Full melting of

powder particles occurred due to the interaction between the laser beam and

powder. In this case, the melt pool was similar to conduction welding in solid

material, which formed stable beads with some of deep penetration. The balling

effect was completely absent in this region. This implies that a certain threshold

energy density is required to melt and fuse a particular layer of powder. The

energy has to overcome losses into the substrate (melting into the substrate

beneath) and melting of the powder. Therefore, the solidification time needs to
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be long enough to provide good wetting between powder particles and the

substrate. By comparing the bead profiles of solid melting to the powder

melting, the region with no melting and balling corresponded to the conduction

welding regime in solid melting. This is can be seen in Figure 8-33 (powder

melting) where the aspect ratio was significantly higher than 0.6. This implies

that the applied interaction time and power density (low energy density) is too

low for build layer formation but sufficient for surface melting. The powder layer

serves as screening surface. Thus, little energy could reach the substrate and

no bonding in this low energy regime occurs. On further increase of the energy

density (power density or interaction time), the surface free energy increases

(lower surface tension) causing the powder particle to agglomerate into the melt

pool and resulting in further transfer of heat and melting. The semi-circular build

profile achieved in powder melting corresponded to conduction, transition and

keyhole regimes in solid melting. The regions of stable layers and weld bead

were coloured as yellow in Tables 8-3 and 8-4. This implies that interaction

parameters for conduction, transition or keyhole welding in solids all correspond

to stable build layers. In addition, at a very high energy density therefore there

is a deep penetration of powder into substrate, which cause low aspect ratio in

the build profile (see Figure 8-33).

Similar to solids, three welding regimes are possible in powder melting,

conduction, transition and keyhole. All the welds shown with the large beam

diameters are in conduction mode. Those with longer interaction times or higher

power densities show significant penetration into the substrate but would still be

considered as conduction welds. For the small (0.10 mm) beam diameter,

profiles shown in Figures 8-12 and 8-13 for the builds that are fully fused to the

substrate, the profiles are mainly those of conduction regime with some

showing keyhole behaviour. However, it should be noted that the keyhole

profiles appear to be randomly distributed with some being at lower energy

density then other conduction profiles. It is believed that this is due to the large

powder particle size that was used. The particle size was similar to that of the

layer height with laser beam diameter being smaller. It seems likely that the
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keyhole profiles appeared when the laser beam passed through a gap between

the powder particles and interacted directly with the substrate.

More importantly, it is clear from the comparison between solid and powder

melting that although when solid melting is in transition or keyhole mode powder

melting is still in conduction mode. A clear example of this is shown in Figure 8-

29 and Figure 8-31. This means that the welding regime in powders is different

to that of solid materials under the same conditions when the laser beam

diameter is of the order of the powder particle size. Given that, this is the case

in most powder bed systems this is a very important observation. Camera

observation of the powder bed process gives the impression that the process is

operating in the keyhole welding regime with evidence of high spatter levels.

Furthermore, in Chapter 6, from Figure 6.10 and Figure 6-11 it is clear that if a

solid material is put directly in a powder bed system then transition and keyhole

welds are the results. However, here it is shown here that in powder melting

under these conditions the conduction welding regime results. It seems that it

may be difficult to form a keyhole in powder materials, especially when the

beam size is comparable to that of the powder particles. The large spatter that

is observed in powder bed systems may be the result of individual particles

being ejected due to local vapourisation.
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Critical discussion9

The main challenge associated with powder bed additive manufacturing (AM)

systems is the selection of parameters to control the build profile. The current

approach is difficult and transferring the data between machines is complex.

The complexity arises from the fact that each of the machines is characterised

with a different optical set-up (leading to variations in beam diameter).

Therefore, selection of building parameters (laser power and travel speed) is

based on an engineering approach that is, on an individual basis. Furthermore,

powder bed AM is highly complex process due to inhomogeneous properties of

powders and small beam diameters often used. This suggests that the quality of

build profiles in powder melting depends on the powder type, size and

distributions of powder particles, and beam diameter. To improve processing

rate, whilst keeping a high resolution, it is a common practice to use galvo-

scanners to achieve fast movement across the working envelope with smaller

beams. However, one of the downsides of the galvo-scanner is the distortion of

the projected beam, which is continuously changing depending on the

magnitude of inclination of the beam and welding direction. Therefore, the

spatial distribution of the laser energy and build profile will change with a

position of the laser spot in the powder bed. In addition, the deposition rates are

relatively low with small beam diameters.

In laser welding, it was shown that fundamental laser material interaction

parameters (FLMIP) of power density, interaction and specific point energy can

be used to characterise uniquely the build profile, independently of a laser

system. This is because the fusion characteristic is controlled by the spatial

and temporal distribution of laser energy, which controls thermal cycle and the

resulting microstructure and bead profile, as shown in Figure 9-1. In keyhole

welding, a combination of interaction parameters that control weld profile was

identified and tested on different machines. The approach enabled transfer of

welding parameters among various machines with different optical set-ups.
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Figure 9-1: Relationship between system parameters and material responses (Suder,

2012)

The current study proposed the use of similar interaction parameters to control

the spatial and temporal energy distribution of a laser beam and bead profile in

conduction welding and powder melting. This would enable the characterisation

of the build profile independent of the optical set-up and beam diameter of

powder bed machines. The aim is to understand the effect of beam diameter

and spatial distribution of energy on bead profile in powder melting and to

develop a phenomenological model for control of deposited powder beads with

variable beam diameters. It is assumed that to maximise the quality of

deposited powder tracks vaporisation should be avoided. Therefore, conduction

regime was of the main interest in this work. Due to the inhomogeneous

properties and complex melting behaviour of powders, which depends on the

powder type, particle sizes and distribution, the initial experiments were

conducted in solid materials of known and homogenous properties. In addition,

to simplify the investigation of melting behaviour and maximise reliability of the

process, relatively big beam diameters were used, as compared to commercial

powder beds. Subsequently, the melting of solid material was compared with

powder material for the same material types but different form. A difference in

absorptivity and thermal conductivity was expected. The experiments were later

expanded to a wider range of beam diameters, comparable to those used in a
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standard powder bed AM. In addition, some additional tests were carried out on

a commercial powder bed.

In the studies conducted with big beam diameters, it was found that the material

response to laser energy in conduction welding is very different from keyhole.

The depth of penetration is controlled by power density and interaction time

(whose product is energy density). The weld width depends on the beam

diameter and interaction time.

Additional phenomena were discovered when using small beam diameters. In

this case, the depth of penetration did not only depend on the energy density

but also on the applied energy due to high conduction losses (see Figure 9-2).

Therefore, for beam diameters below 3.0 mm the depth of penetration

decreased with decreasing beam size at constant energy density until no

melting was eventually observed. Theoretical analysis, based on the analytical

solution of heat equation, showed that the ratio of conduction losses to the

energy utilised for melting increases with decreasing beam diameters. The data

suggest that it may be difficult to achieve conduction regime with beam

diameters typically used in powder bed additive manufacturing, unless the

conduction losses are adequately minimised. It was only possible to achieve

such welds when the interaction time was reduced significantly, but then the low

rate of energy input had to be compensated by increasing power density. This

means that with small beam diameters, the optimum processing window for

conduction welding is relatively narrow, and the transition between conduction

and keyhole is rapid. Processing in this operating regime is difficult because the

process oscillates on the borderline between no melting and vaporisation. Thus,

to develop a processing model for conduction welding and powder fusion,

similar to the power factor in keyhole welding, these conduction losses have to

be included in the model. A correction factor should be added to compensate

for the increase of conduction losses for small beam diameters.
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Figure 9-2: Bead on plate welds produced at constant energy density of 4.0 kJ/cm2

(33.1 kW/cm2 and 120 ms) when beam diameter is changing

The main parameters controlling melting efficiency are interaction time and

beam diameter. Melting efficiency increases with decreasing interaction time

and increasing beam diameters. The optimum melting efficiency (32%) was

achieved at an interaction time of 25 ms. Melting efficiency increased with

increasing beam diameter and then reached a plateau at a beam diameter of

3.00 mm. This corresponds to the region where depth of penetrated started to

be dependent only on the energy density (Figure 9.2)

A profile of the weld bead formed during melting of solid or powder depends on

the beam diameter and welding regimes. Comparison of solid melting to powder

melting with bigger beams and the same processing conditions showed similar

bead profiles. This is because both processes were in conduction regime for

similar conditions. Also with a big beam the ratio of beam diameter to the

particle sizes of powder was relatively high, ensuring uniform melting. The

welding regime of powder material is different from the solid material when

beam diameter is reduced. In this case, a rapid change of processing regime

conduction to transition or keyhole was observed depending on a powder type,

particle sizes and distributions and the beam diameter.

For all beam diameters, powder melting resulted in more spatter than

conduction welding (see Figure 9-3). In addition, the efficiency for powder

melting was higher than the solid melting. The powder fusion is highly

dependent on the ratio of beam diameter to the powder particle size. It was also

found that when the beam diameter was smaller than the powder particle sizes,

the deposited beads were inhomogeneous. Some regions of the same tracks
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were in keyhole regime and others in conduction. Furthermore, it was found that

it is more difficult to generate keyhole for small beam diameters in powder and

underlying substrate than in processing of solid material (see Figure 9-4). In this

case, the conditions providing keyhole weld beads in solid melting did not

guarantee the keyhole profiles in powder, despite an existence of vaporisation.

Figure 9-3: Melting characteristics in two different materials for the same processing

conditions (a) solid melting (b) powder melting

Figure 9-4: Comparison of bead profiles between solid melting and single layer powder

melting for the same welding conditions: power density of 5350 kW/cm2, interaction

time of 2 ms, beam diameter of 0.10 mm and layer thickness of 0.20 mm

Spatter

a) b)
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In addition, it has been found that the bead profile is affected by the power

density distribution of a laser beam. Two different cases with the same nominal

beam diameters but one with a top-hat beam and another with a pseudo-

Gaussian beam showed a deeper penetration and less homogenous weld

profile with the pseudo-Gaussian beam. This is due to the higher peak power

density. The results indicate that varying the beam diameter by processing in an

out-of-focus configuration leads to a change of energy distribution and hence

bead profile.

The distortion aspect of the projected laser spot on the workpiece by the galvo-

scanner was simulated by applying a tilting angle to a laser head. It was found

that the weld profile depends on the elongation direction of the laser spot. A

change of the shape of the projected beam affects the power density and

interaction time, which leads to a change in weld profile. Although this effect

was investigated on a much bigger beam than used in commercial powder

beds, for small beams, the relative change of the interaction parameters and

weld profile should be similar. This means that to maintain constant fusion

characteristics and bead profile, the processing parameters should be

continuously adjusted to compensate for the changes in the laser spot profile

when using galvo-scanners. The power density and interaction time could serve

as such a correction procedure. This would require adjustment of the laser

power to give the same power density. The travel speed would need to be

increased in the direction of the elongation. It is believed that the effect will be

magnified in the case of using bigger powder beds with much greater

processing volumes due to the higher angles encountered.
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Conclusions and recommendations10

10.1 Conclusions

The use of laser material interaction parameters to understand the melting

behaviour and characterise of the bead profiles in solid and powder materials

have led to the following findings:

 The same parameters do not control the weld profile in the conduction

regime as in the keyhole regime. In conduction regime, both the

interaction time and the power density control the weld depth. The

product of these is the energy density but this alone is not sufficient to

determine the weld depth across the whole range of beam diameters. In

addition, power density plays a critical role in the transition between the

welding regimes.

o For large and medium beam diameters, the rate of increase of

depth of penetration with interaction time is greater than with

increasing power density. The depth of penetration is also

independent of the beam diameter when below the vaporisation

threshold.

o For small beam diameters, power density is more critical, since it

helps to compensate for high thermal losses from the bulk

material. Therefore, at this operating regime, the response of

penetration depth to power density is high. For small beam

diameters, the ratio between conduction losses and energy

utilised for melting increases rapidly. Therefore, below a particular

beam diameter, power density is (rate of energy supplied)

required to overcome these losses. In this range, the depth of

penetration is not only controlled by the energy density but also

depends on applied energy and hence on beam diameter.

o So as the beam diameter varies from large to small the

penetration depth is controlled more and more by power density.
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This is because the change in geometry of the weld means that

the thermal conduction losses become much more significant as a

proportion of the applied energy as the weld becomes smaller.

Therefore, the applied energy has to be applied more quickly (i.e.

with a higher power density) in order to balance the thermal

losses.

 As the beam diameter is reduced, the required power density for melting

becomes much higher. This means that gap between this and the

threshold power density for vaporisation becomes smaller. Therefore, the

operational window for conduction welds with small beams typical of

those uses in powder systems becomes very narrow.

 The weld width in conduction welds is mainly dependent on the beam

diameter, when the interaction time is long enough to allow the heat to

conduct to the material. Therefore, when the interaction time is increased

for this range of beam diameters, the weld width approached a plateau at

a level proportional to the size of the laser spot.

 The effect of galvo-scanner on the beam shape was experimentally

simulated. Elongation of the laser beam in the welding direction causes

an increase in beam length. However, there was no change in the weld

profile. This is because although the power density was decreased the

interaction time was simultaneously increased. However, when travelling

in the direction perpendicular to the elongation direction the weld width

was increased and penetration depth decreased. This is because the

power density was decreased whilst the interaction time remained the

same. The weld width was also wider because of the wider beam size

orthogonal to the travel direction.

 The power density distribution of a laser beam has a major influence on

the weld profiles in conduction welding. Defocused beams with a

pseudo-Gaussian power density profile resulted in deeper welds than

focused beams with a top-hat profile for the same nominal beam

diameter, which is attributed to a higher peak power density. This means
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that using lasers of different beam shapes may introduce additional

aspects to the profiles of resulting welds.

The conclusions from the study of the melting behaviour of solid and powder

materials are shown below.

 The build profiles in powder melting were different to weld profiles of

conduction welds. The parameters that control build heights in powder

melting are the thickness of powder layer and energy density (power

density and interaction time). The energy density has to be sufficient to

fuse the powder thickness. The height of deposited tracks changes with

energy density due to change in dilution and wetting of liquid metal. The

parameters that control the depth of penetration in solid melting are of

power density and interaction time.

 Similar to solid melting, the build width depends on the beam diameter

and interaction time.

 Greater melting efficiency was found in powder as compared to solid,

especially for small beam diameters. In addition, powder melting

exhibited more spatter and expulsion than solid material, for the same

processing parameters.

 The welding regime of powder melting was investigated by comparing

the weld profile in solids to the build profile in powders when the same

interaction parameters are applied. It has been found that most of the

build profiles indicated conduction welding only. The particle size used in

these experiments was quite large compared to laser beam diameter.

So, it is believed that any keyholes that were observed were where there

were gaps between the particles which the laser beam passed through

and interacted to the (solid) substrate. So, it seems that despite using

parameters that would generate a keyhole in solid material this does not

happen in powder melting. This area needs further study including
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looking at the effect of the laser beam diameter powder particle size

ratio.

The research question that was asked was can a phenomenological mode

similar to the power factor be developed for the welding regimes used in laser

powder bed systems. This will enhance transfer of data between machines.

Currently, the question has not been answered in case of small beam diameter

in powder melting. Controlling fundamental material interaction parameters in

conduction welding have been established for a wide range of beam diameters.

However, the dependence of these parameters varies with beam diameter so

similar approach is difficult. Furthermore, it has been shown that even though

the parameters used in typical powder bed systems would generate a keyhole

in solid and powder they do not appear to do so in a powder. Therefore, there is

not a direct correlation between solid and powder melting for small beam sizes.

Further studies of the powder melting regime are required.

10.2 Contribution to knowledge

A detailed examination of the fundamental material interaction parameters in

laser conduction welding has been carried out. Furthermore, this has been done

over a wide range of beam diameters identifying that the behaviour seen is not

beam diameter independent as in keyhole welding. A direct comparison of solid

and powder melting using identical processing conditions has been made

leading to a much better of understanding of powder melting effects seen

powder bed systems. The effect of processing using angled beams has been

investigated and identified what compensation strategies are needed to avoid

this effect in powder bed systems.
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10.3 Future work recommendation

 Much more detailed studies of powder melting with small beams are

required including

o High speed imaging of the melting process of powders

o Studies of the effect of the powder size/beam size ratio

 A study of the effect of constant energy density on the build profile (for

powder melting) is required. This would enable identification of

conduction losses as a function of beam diameter and help identify

optimum conditions for maximum melting efficiency.

 Investigation of the relative importance of power density and interaction

time for powder melting for different beam diameters

 Investigate the effect of powder density on melting behaviour

 Investigation to gain an understanding of the effect of change in beam

shapes (top hat, Gaussian distribution, distortion of beam shapes) on the

build profile at constant beam diameter, laser power and travel speed is

required. It can also include how the laser power and travel speed can be

adjusted to compensate for the change in beam shape to achieve similar

build profile.
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